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Student organization forms task force
By John Salerno
· Student Organization Inc. has
formed three . subcommittees to
study the responsiveness of student
government to the diversity of
students at Kean, funding equity
and the funding process, and the
responsiveness of funded groups to
students. T~e Student Org. Subcommittees are: Ethnic Contribution to
Student Org. , the Structu res and
Mechanics of Student Org., and a
subcommittee on campus service
groups.
By press time, al I members of Student Council are on one of the subcommittees. All members who had
not joined one of the subcommittees was assigned to one of them by
Student Org. President Dave
McCarthy. The groups will elect
chairpersons by November 21.
Originally, President Weiss was
difected by the Board of Tru stees to
appoint three committees to study
the fairness of Student Org. and the
rest of the campus to the diversity
of students at Kean . Student
Organization formed similar com~
mittees. Hovvever, some members of
Student Org. expressed that they
were worried that the two groups,
the Presidential Task Force, and the
Student Org. Subcommittees,

would not be able to cooperate and
reach a settlement.
Now, however, President Weiss
has decided to let the Student Org.
group alone, study the program.
Vice President, Pat Ippolito stated
that the President will augment Student Org:s subcommittees to assure
that they represent a balanced mix
of students.
"We expect to have quite a bit of
consultation from the groups," Mr.
Ippolito said. "There will be a good
cross section represented there, and
this will be a good chance for many
voices in the community to be
heard ."
The subcommittees, as charged
by the Board of Trustees, will submit an interim report to the Board
of Trustees in the middle of
December, and a final report by
February.
Since the subcommittees are a
task force in President Weiss'
charge;the report will originally be
submitted to him. It will ultimately
be the Presidents decision, however,
whether to submit the report to the
Board of Trustees, make recommendations to the subcommittees, or
not to submit it at all.
Tom Moritz, Asst. Treasurer of Student Org. , stated that, "We think

that the Student Org., as the elected
body of the students, should be
responsible to work on the problems, if in fact there are any. Student O rg. has formed the Task Committees under the student council.
Since it is the students' money, they
should have a say in this issue:'
"We had met with all of the ethnic groups, the ISA, the BSU,
P.R.0.U.D., and the Chinese Student
Association, and all were quite
prepared, and they even preferred
working a solution through Student
Organization;' said President Weiss.
Also, a faculty advisor with some
technical ability to assist the subcommittees, will be assigned to
each . The advisor will not have a
vote on the subcommittee, but he
will be able to assist them with
some sort of technical advice.
"In essence, what we are saying
to the students is: we are going to
steer the committees, and give you
the expertise that you need, but it
is up to you to formulate a solution
which we can all live and work
with; ' said President Weiss.
Hearings will be held in the
future so that students not in Student Council can have a voice in the
issue.

Nobel ..peace prize winne-r to visit Kean
By Charles D. Ward
Elie Wiesel, who received the
Nobel Peace Prize this yea r, will
visit Kean College on December 3.
Mr. Wiesel is a survivor of the
Holocaust, a professor at Boston
University, and a noted author and
lecturer.
In 1944, Wiesel, along with
15,000 other Jews, was deported
from his native Romania to
Birkenau , Auschwitz, and Buchenwald, concentration camps in Germany and Porand . During his enprisonment, Wiesel lost his mother,
father, and younger sister.
Liberated in 1945, at age 16,
Wiesel went on to study philosophy
at the Sorbonne in Paris. Wiesel
came to the US in 1956, and
became a United States citizen in
1963. Today, Wiesel lives in New.
York with his wife Marion Erster
Rose, his son Shlomo-Elisha, and
daughter Jennifer.
Wiesel is probably best known as
an author. He has written of the suffering of Jews in Nazi concentration
camps, and in the Soviet Union in
over two dozen books. Some of his
better known works are Night, The
- Jews of Silence, Dawn, and A Beggar in Jerusalem. A multi lingual
writer, Wiesel has written for lsreali,
French and American newspapers,
and is currently a staff writer for the
Yiddish language paper the Daily
Forward, in New York City.
When Wiesel was awarded the
prize, the citation read, "Elie Wiesel
has emerged as one of the most i mportant spiri tual leaders and guides
in an age when violence, repression
and racism continue to characterize
the world .
" Wiesel is a messenger to
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mankind; his message is one of
peace, attonement, and human
dignity. His belief that the forces
figh ting evil in the world can be victorious, is a hard won belief."
A recipient of more than 30
honorary degrees and 60 awards,
Wiesel is a member and advisor to
many institufions of higher learning.
He is the chairman of the United
States Holocaust Memorial Council
since 1980, and a Ca'rnegie-Mellon
professor at Boston University,
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where he has taught si nce 1976.
· · Elie Wiesel will speak at 7:40
p.m. at Wilki ns Theatre for the performing Arts. The lecture is going to
be ho~ted by the Holocaust Resource Foundation which runs the
Holocaust Resouce Center in the
Library. Admission will be free, and
seating will be on a first come first
serve basis. Often people buy
tickets to these events like thi s and
don't show up.
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Faculty
memorium donation
· By John A. Salerno
In a period of four months, the
music department lost four retired
and teaching faculty members. They
were Carol Wasserman, an adjunct
professor of piano, Paul Price, a percussion professor, and fifteen-year
veteran of Kean College, Aiden
Lewis, a ten-year veteran of Kean
College who

had

retired,

and

Englebert Brenner, a professor of
double reeds and saxophone, w ho

received an honorary doctorate
from Kean.
To honor the faculty members, the
M usic Department set up a scholar-

ship with donations by alumni . On
November 7, Student OrganizatioA
donated 200 dollars. to the fund, the
largest donation to date.
The Music department has collected nearly 400 dollars for the
scholarship, called the Faculty
Memorium. "We have gotten donations from as small as 1 dollar to as
large as SO doUan;!' said Michae\

Montgomery, Chairman of the
Music Department.

The scholarship will be given to
gifted students w ho will go to Kean,
or students in need of money, in the
Music Department.

Faculty member los-es
local council seat
By K. Stanfield
Sharon Wiener, an Adjunct Professor of Public Administration
at Kean College lost her post as
Mayor of Livingston, New Jersey in
last weeks elections. She had been
voted into the town council in 1982
and had been mayor of the town
since January of this year. Livingston
town council members elect the
mayor of the town from within the
council.
A Democrat, Ms. Wiener blames
her loss on a negative backlash
against Democrats in her town after
the defeat of Essex county executive
Peter Shapiro. " I see my loss not as
a personal defeat, but as being
caught in the negative Shapiro sentiment in my community," she said.
" The campaign against us was
very negative;' said Wiener, " It was
filled with negative innuendos
about my qualifications and my
positions, and my motives were
questioned, I was acclJsed of abusing power.
"It was a dirty campaign," she
said .
In her term as mayor, Ms. Wiener
is proudest of the services she has
established in Livingston . She had
. created a recycling program, worked towards additional housing for
senior citizens, additional services
for the ha~dic~~pe?, and acqui~e_d_

Malcolm-X ....... . 11

additional equipment for the town
playground .
The mayoral position in Livingston is paid as a part-time position , but Wiener sees the job as
time consuming as a full time position. The mayor takes place in many
ceremonial events, and attends
council meetings.
.
The Livingston town Council ,
which had a4-1 Democratic majority, now has a 3-2 Republican
majority.
Ms. Wiener had been State Director of the League of Women Voters
from 1980 to 1984, and director of
the New Jersey Association of
Elected Officials from 1982 to the
present.
"I regret that I was not reelected,
because I had so many ideas and
programs that I wanted implimented . I regret that I cannot
complete my pers.onal agenda for
the town; ' Wiener said.
When asked if she has any p'lans
to run in the future, Ms. Wiener
replied that she would have to
"assess the situation" at that point.
"I am. examining .my options right
now; ' said Dr. Wiener.
The mother of two children, Ms .
Wiener has lived in Livingston for
14 years.

Football
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What's up
at
Greek Corner
By Felix Ocejo
The Greek Cooperative Council .
would like to congratulate all of this
years pledges on their dedication
and spirit they have shown so far. It
looks as if everyone seems to have
· a good pledge class this semester.
' Tomorrow will be a day full of activities for al I fraternities and
sororities. The day will start off with
the annual "Greek Pledge Show".
It will commence at 12:00 a.m.· at
the College Center Cafeteria. This
night is HELL NIGHT. This is the

Day Care Center

• • •
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Freshman Focus

About relationships
By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center

"I can't understand it. In high
school we were so close . .. now
we can't even talk without fighting."
"What does she want of me? I .
can't party every night, or even
every weekend. I have to study .. .
night were all the pledges anxiousand she just doesn't understand,
ly await for their acceptance into
because she isn't going to school."
their _respected fraternities or
"I really want to break up with
sororities. Good luck pledges,
him, but ... he just needs me so
remember it's almost all over.
much. I don't know what he'll do
G.C.C. is sponsoring a Can Food
if
I dump him ..."
Drive on November 18th for
You may have heard your friends
Thanksgiving. All the cans we mutter complaints like these, or you
receive will be donated to the
may be doing it yourself. It's hard
Union Food Bank.
to maintain old relationships when
Due to limited time, our K.A.O.S.
you 're in college but it's threatengame will be postponed until next
ing to think about getting along
semester.
without someone who's been part
of your life.
If you 're going through this struggle, it might help to take a good
look at your relationship to see what
it's like and where it's headed. To
do that, ask yourself these
Have you ever had to contend
questions:
with similar questions or situations?
ARE OUR EXPECTATIONS SIMIf you are a parent, they're not that
ILAR? If you both expect a certain
uncommon and answers are more
level of commitment, or about the
difficult to come by. Being a parent
same amount of intimacy, or if you
is fun, but it's also a tough job!
generally see the same shape or
Come share your ideas and exform to your interactions, then you
peri ence with us on Tuesday's at
probably can work out many of your
12:15 p.m. in the Browsing Room .
differences. But if, for example, one
For further information contact
of you expects full commitment and
Emilie Ninsenson at the Day Care
involvement and the other does not,
Center, ext. 2075 or Victor Esquilin
you may be headed for trouble.
of the Counseling Center, ext. 2082 .
ARE OUR VALUES SIMILAR? A
couple can have different goals, different habits, different likes and
dislikes, and still have a wonderful
time together. If, however, what you
believe is good or bad is at conflict _
then you may be facing irrecon-

Parent discussion group
I can't get my child to go to bed
on. time; he's only four but r:iever
gets to bed before 10:00 p.m.
My six-year-old daughter wants to
know how babies are made; what
do I tel I her?
We just had a baby and now our
oldest child wants to move in with
his grandparents; do we let him until he stops feeling jealous?
My kids get me so angry that
rvany times, I don't feel like coming home; I'm an awful parent.

Career planning schedule
Co-op Corner

Coop jobs equal academic credits,
salary, and work experience
1. Job Order #970
Marketing Coo~ - Advertisin~Promotional Ag_ency! 20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00 hr., (PIT)
2. Job Order # 969
Accounting Coop - Supermarket Chain, 20 hrs./wk., $6.00/hr. (PIT)
3. Job Order # 968
Marketing Coop - Medical Center, 20 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr. (PIT)
4. Job Order # 966
Early Childhood/Special Education Coop - Community Action
Group, 20 hrs./wk., $5.00 hr. (PIT)
5. Job Order # 965
Communication Coop - Hospital Center, flexible hrs., stipend. (PIT)
6. Job Order # 962
Biology/Chemistry Coop - Pharmaceutical Co., flexible hrs., salary
open (PIT) (FIT)
·
7. Job Order # 957
Sociology/Psychology Coop - Health Services Organization, flexible hrs., $4.00-6.00/hr. (PIT) (FIT)
8. Job Order # 953
Computer Science Coop - Management Consulting Corp., flexible hrs., $5.00/hr. (PIT)
9. Job Order # 947
Political Science/Public Admin. Coop - State Development Agency, 20 hrs./wk., $5.00 hr. (PIT)
10. Job Order # 944
.
Communication Coop - Communications Agency, flexible hrs.,
min. wage and expenses. (FIT)
·
Change Your Life!
.
Visit the Cooperative Education Office (Townsend Hall, T 209) and
learn how Co-op can help you to develop a career and life direction and
relevant work experience.
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or senior status 3.0 or higher grade point
average. Academic credit (1-15) vary by department. Telephone (527-2357)
or visit for an application.
Dr. Michael G. Helliwell-Director
LET'S COOPERATE TOGETHER

cilable issues. Suppose you love to
go dancing and your partner loves
to sit home and watch lY. That's not

so bad . You might compromise and the be'st decision IS to terminate a
sometimes do one, sometimes do relationship. But not always;
the other. But if it's deeper than sometimes you know you have
preferences; if your partner thinks something special, and it's worth
dancing is frivolous and morally working to make it grow. Then ask
wrong and you think ifs joyful and this one final question:
ARE WE ABLE TO COMMUNImorally right, then you have a difference of values and it would be CATE AND WORK OUT OUR DIFwell to discover that difference now. FERENCES? Communicating is
It won 't go away, and it will poison essential to defining and shaping a
relationship; communicating is hard
.your relationship.
ARE WE MUTUALLY SUPPOR- work; communicating requires a full
TIVE OF ONE ANOTHER? Some- commitment on the part of both
times one member of a couple is people, not just a commitment to
the "strong" one, supporting the relati onship but a determination
another who cannot quite stand to listen and to share feelings and
to understand. Through honest,
alone. For a time, this may meet one
person's need to be nurtured and open communication we find those
places in ours~lves that"can interthe other person's to be nurturing,
but sooner or later the nurturer . wine in mutual dependency and we
find those space~ in which each of
begins to smother and to starve.
In the South, there are trees so us needs to be alone. Such comcovered with luxuriant green vintes munication does not just happen;
that you can't even see the tree. The it takes learning how. The next two
vine will never allow the tree to articles will focus on li stening and
grovv in in the sunshine because the sharing feelings asserti v,~ly.
Until then, if you choose to convine cannot stand alone. It has to
hang onto something. The tree, im- tinue your relationship, re::ognize
that healthy human re lafo nships
prisoned , is unable to escape, and
don't just happen ; they are cr~ated
eventually dies for lack of light.
by people with vision to see. the
Human beings, too, will wither in
a relationship in which they must possibilities, with wisd om to
always provide the strength. We may choose carefully those whom they
go on trying to maintain such rela- will love, and with commitment to
themselves and to their partners in
tionships for a long time, because
we feel guilty at the thought of the fulfillment of their individual
and mutual potential for growth .
breaking away. Unlike the tree,
however, we CAN disentangle
ourselves, and if we want to grow
and thrive as human beings, we
must. No healthy relationship can
survive without mutual concern and
support, one for the other.
It may sou nd as if it's hopeless, as
if the only thing to do is give up on
the old relationship and seek out a
new one. Perhaps it is; sometimes

You Could Be
Here.
Join The INDY
News Staff.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
.
My family seems to have a lot of
problems and sometimes I think it
- is my fault. I feel different from other
people and was never able to bring
friends over to my house since the
atmosphere was and is so unpredictable. My fathe r drinks and would
either be home and giving out sarcastic or silly remarks or out, in
which case my mother would be
upset and take it out on me. No
matter what happens I get blamed
for it. Many times I fee l like I take
care of other people but no one
takes ca re of me. Lately, its been
really hard for me to figure out what
I want in relationships. What should
I do?
Signed,
Unhappy

Dear Unhappy,
WHAT YOU HAVE DESCRIBED
IS A COMMON PROBLEM IN ONE
out of every eight households these
days. The effects of living with an
alcoholic are pervasive, affecting all
the members of the household.
Since they receive mixed messages
throughout childhood, they lack the
consistency of support needed to
foster good self esteem. They are
brought up in an atmosphere of extreme tension and upheaval and feel
apprehensive due to this.
Adult Children of Alcoholics are
now being recognized as a unique
product of thi s situation. Because of
the circ umstan ces, they were
forced to become very serious and
almost be parents instead of
children. They become caretakers

and are either super-responsible or
super-irresponsible.
The point is these were very adaptive developments in that environment but they later can inhibit close
relation ships. Adult Children of
,Alcoholics (ACOA's) also lack appropriate models for healthy relationships. You need to talk to a
Counselor at the Counseling Center
or a therapist trained for ACOA's and
join a support group for ACOA's.
There, you will develop healthy
alternatives and grow in a support_ive environment. The Counseling
Center has information on where
groups meet and literature on issues
for that population.
Signed,
Connie
P.S. Please send your letters to: Dear
Connie, Bookstore Bldg., Rm. 126,
Counseling Center.

Roy Rogers and Kean,
·Perfect·Together
We know how hard you study. So as a: reward, Roy Rogers of Elizabeth is giving you
a 10% discount on anything you order through 6/30/~, just by showing your Reusable
Savings Card before ordering .
Pick up your Reusable Card at either of our stores.
439 Morris Avenue • 527-9789 or
669 Route 1 North • 558-9878

Business Hours ...:.... Roy Rogers
.\

The Freshman Center
Is Located On The
First Floor 0! The Library

Morris Avenue
Sun.-Thurs. 10:00·a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 10:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m.

Roy Rogers
Route 1
Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-12 p.m.
Thursday 6 a.m.-1 a.m. • Fri. & Sat. 6 a.m.-2 a.m.

Thurs., November 13, 1986
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Speak Out

Jacquie Scott
No, I think it's too early. I'm too
involved in the current semester to
be worrying about the next one.

Susie Roca
No, because I usually do not get
the classes that I selected and end
up at in-person registration anyway.

Gary Wexler
Of course! Because I gt the classes
that I want when I want them. It
takes a lot of stre!'.s out of the beginning of the next semester and I can
still change a class before the start
of the semester.

Doris Betlow
Yes. It is easy, because you can
mail in your schedule, and you
don't ha'lle to deal with the inperson traffic. There is also a better
availability of classes.

Comml!,ters - we're here for you

Do you like advanced registration?
By Mike Poremba

Lillian Velez
Yes, because I get the classes I
want at the times that I want them .

Marc Mitchell
No, because the athletes get the
first choice arid I believe that it's unfair to the other students.

Shawn Smallwood

kelvin Watford
Yes I love advanced registration
because I truly hate standing in the

Yes, when you are an upperclasman, it is a comfort to know
that you ha'lle a much better chance
of getting the classes that you

long lines for advanced registration.

Tina Moulinos
Yes, because it gives me a chance
to get the classes that I want.

Wanda Lewis
Yes, because the people who take
the time to a.d'llance registe• a.•e

rewarded with usually getting the
classes that they want.

selected.

Kean goes to Harvard

By Lisa Rehm
peeled for more information. A
Boston Marriott-Copley Place Hotel
plex world of diplomacy.
More than a dozen Kean College
How does dancing to popular Holiday Social is also being
This trip to Boston is a great op- and that we are being sponsored by
music and 10 ft. video screens
organized for all members in which students will be attending the yearportunity for students to widen their the following: Student Organizasound? How does meeting new
everyone participating is invited to ly Harvard National Model United
horizons and those interested tion, ihe Graduate Council , the
people and trying different foods
bring a food from his/her ethnic Nations Conference (HNMUN) in should contact Dr. Charles Kelly in. Alumni Association and the
Boston
from
February
19-22
in
1987.
from all over the world hit you? If background . What better way to
J-101; the phone number is 527-3152. Political Science Department.
your car broke down on campus
meet and get to know new people? This invitation was issued by the In_An orientation meeting will be held
ternational
Relations
Council
of
wouldn't you feel better knowing
Also, for the spring semester, a colAgain, those interested in this
on Tuesday, November 18th at 1:40
there was someone to call for help?
lege dance will be held where Harvard University, and it will be
marvelous learning opportunity
in
J-101.
this
college's
15th
consecutive
apIf you liked the sound of any of everyone can dance to his favorite
We are pleased to announce that should contact Dr. Kelly at the
these questions, then you'll definite- hits and see his favorite artists on the pearance. Kean College has won 12
accommodations will be at the · previously noted places and time.
awards
in
its
last
14
years
of
parly want to come to the next Com10 ft. video screens.
muter Club meeting on Tuesday,
On a more practical note, the ticipation and is led by faculty adNovember 18 at 1:40 p.m. in the Commuter Club is looking out for visor Dr. Charles P. Kelly.
Our Kean College students will
Freshman Center and help us plan you by forming its own version of
be
joining with hundreds of other
some of these events just an AAA to help those on campus
mentioned.
who experience car trouble - a students from throughout North
Started in September, the Com- definite commuter problem. Taking America to participate in a
muter Club is growing rapidly. a backs.eat right now, but hopefully simulated United Nations. It is not
When this semester draws to a not for long, carpooling and the as yet known what country our colclose, CC will see quite a list of ac- purchase of a battery charger; lege will be representing, but as
complishments. for starters, a trip - however, your help · is needed. soon as that is determined in depth
to New York City is planned for the Come to the next meeting and ex- research will begin into that counentire Freshman Class on Saturday, press your needs and concerns as try's cultural and political
infrastructure.
December 13, so keep your eyes _ a fellow commuter.
Students, regardless of their personal views, must accurately portray
their country's stance on the various
issues to be discussed in • their
specific groups. Another goal is to
attempt to pass resolutions via the ·
General Assembly while caucusing
and debating current issues.
Roadway Package Sysem, a Fortune 500 Com'led by Dr. Kelly, last year's delega-.
pany, is expanding and looking for promotable
tion had represented England and
people to fill several part-time positions.
part of the preparations was a visit
to the British delegate to the United
Nations, from whom much helpful
information was obtained .
Students assiduously study their
appointed countries and should be
knowledgeable about present world
'
EOE
affairs as pertains to their special
Contact:
committees. This Model UN.N. is
a very educational and entertaining
Roadway Package System
experience for which 3 credits can
Ask for Larry or Bill
be earned . It provides for a better
(201) 351-3348 • Elizabeth. N.J. 07201
understanding of world issues
together with a hands on
knowledge of that seemingly com-

JOBS!
Great Opportunity!

ATTENTION
COMMUTERS

There will be a Commuter Club Meeting
on Tuesday, November 18, at 1:40 p.m.
and
Wednesday, December 3, at 3:00 p. m.
in
The Freshman-Center

-·REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!!!
ALL NEWCOMERS W~LCOMEIII

Part-Time
Package Handlers
Morning
Or Evening Hours

$7.00 An Hour

INDEPENDENT
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.·Letters

Editorial

Business as usual
On November 14 through 16 Student
Organization had arranged for a funded
group weekend to be held at Linwood MacDonald Education Center. The purpose of
this weekend was to allow members of funded groups to get to know each other as individuals as well as to understand the proper fur:,ctions of the particular groups· that
may have been inyolved.
Unfortunately, due to lack of interst in the
part of most fu nded group members, the trip
had to be cancelled. Student Organization
funds over twenty-five groups on campus.
In order for there to be a funded group
weekend there had to qe at most, fifty people attending. It was asked that each funded group send two of their members, but only six groups complied with this suggestion.
In other words only 11 students (one
group only se.nt one repre·sentative) out of
a possible fifty was interested enough to
attend.
With the recent talks of restructuring Student Organization and fundings of various
groups on campus, the funded group
weekend would have been a perfect opportunity for the students who are active on
campus to ex.press their feelings about that
particular topic; and to understand the view-

points that others might have had.
Unfortunate, but true, many events on
campus end up in this type of situation. The
lack of concern of many of the students on
campus is purely pathetic. Just this past Tuesday, C.C.B. sponsored an improvisational
comedy troupe, the Second City Touring
Company, and only sixty tickets were sold,
the second show was cancelled. This is the
same troupe that, put out such comedians
as John Bulushi, John Candy and Valerie
Harper. Many of the events that C.C.B. puts
out are top qua Iity, it is a wonder why they
aren't being sold out.
The Funded Group weekend is being
rescheduled for next semester. Maybe with
more advertisement, better planning, and
cooperation from all groups this trip will
eventually be held.

..... ,........

Commuter club take advantage---Dear Editor,

of great ideas (social and non-social)
There are approximately 13,000
that would benefit everyone on
students attending Kean College on
campus, especially the commuters.
a full or part time basis with approxUnfortunately, the commuter
imately 10,000 commuters, but did
population is unaware of the Comany of these people know there is
muter Clubs efforts and it's a real
a newly formed club that has been
shame, because there are alot of
designed especially for them.
things the Commuter Club would
I am referring to the Commuter
like to accomplish; but cannot with
Club, which was founded by Peggy · the little support they have received .
Melchione of the Freshman Center
The point I am trying to make
and is led by Lisa Rehm . Lisa and
should be obvious. The Commuter
her small dedicated staff have alot
Club has had no response from the

...
........

.

.,
:; :

\

people they are trying to reach and
to be perfectly honest, you are all
missing an opportunity that is staring you all right in the face.
So if after reading this letter the
creative juices begin to flow or the
feeling of involvement overcomes
you, stop by the Freshman Center
in L-107 on Tuesday, November
18th at 1:40 and get involved. The
Commuter Club would really like to
see their efforts pay off and with
your help, they will .

Bob Spanier

Pub under pressure ________
Dear Editor,
As the Tuesday night DJ, Thursday
night bouncer and almost every
night customer at the Pub, I write
to you . Lately, the Pub has been
under a lot of pressure. This
pressure could evenutally close the
Pub. The Pub is much more than a
place to drink. It's a place to go and
have a good time with our friends
and guests. Yet, some people are
ruining it for the rest of us. To keep
the Pub open we must do the
following:
1. If you are under age and have
been getting in somehow - 'STAY
OUT.'

2. If you are drunk ' STAY OUT.'
3. If you can 't control yoursel f
'STAY OUT.'
4. If you feel the need to destroy
the college center, or things in the
quad 'STAY OUT.'
5. If you can't wait in line when
the Pub is full ' STAY OUT.'
6. If you feel the need to abuse
the bouncers who are your fellow
students and are making minimum
wage 'STAY OUT.'
7. If you don't bring proper ID
'STAY OUT.'
I enjoy working at the Pub; I really enjoy w~tching everyone have a

good time. If the above guidelines
are followed , the good times at th e
Pub will last for many years.
I realize the layout of the Pub
causes us many problems. We are
working on solving them. But, I fear
the administration won 't put more
money into the Pub until th e
students show more responsibility.
Let's work together to have a great
place to party on Tuesday and
Thursday_nights.

Thank You,
Cliff Coombs

,,

Actions effect future_
- ______. _
Dear Editor,
I am not a racist nor should it be
concluded that I am . This letter is
concerned with the allocation of
student activity money. Keans' fulltime undergrad students comprise
as stated 11.7% of black students
and 10.2% of hispanic students,
leaving 78.1% of students of other
races. I do not think that it is ignorant for me to question why the
B.S.U. comprising only 11.7% of the
students in Kean be allocated an extreme amount of funds while there

are other organizations that are being underfunded. The amount of
funds to be distributed should be on
the percentage basis of students and
their organizations, not race and not
necessaraly their desire for money
to accell and to outstand all others.
As a student who is not necessarily
engrossed in Keans activities it
seems to be apparent that this is
what the B.S.U. is trying to do. I
don't believe in having racially
oriented organizations because it is
only detrimental to other students

and them selves and · to be
segregated and to be listed as a
minority. How would the B.S.U. or
any other organization like a large
percentage of the 78.1 % of students
not being black or hispanic form a
White Student Union; this '>\Ou/d be
considered as racisU This would only segregate people further.
It is not my intention ·t o put down
the B.S.U. but people have to look
into the future and see what their
actions might instigate.

J.S.L.

Punctuality is a plus
Dear Editor,
This is in response to the letter
written by "Left Standing", in the
Nov. 6th issue.
" Get there Earlier!!!!"
If you have ever been to the Pub
on a Thursday night you should be
aware that the eatery is open to
drinking after 11:00. You should also
know that very few if any people
make use of the room . Everyone
crams into th.e Pub Room. Can you
offer an explanation for this occurence I can't. Talk to the others
and get some to move over and
allow you to go in. A room can only hold so many safely. I go to the
Pub to enjoy myself and not to be
crushed in the crowd. My friends
and I arrive reasonably early in the
evening before the Dorm crowd
flows in .
Maybe some consideration can
be made by those who get there
later to spread out a bit.

Signed Crushed in the Crowd

Tlcllets
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Keen~-----~------------------on Kean
By Manny Cantor

Thanks to I.S.A.
Dr. Elizabeth Huberman retired in
June, 1984 as a professor of English
and head of the English Department
at Kean College. She is one of the
select group designated professor
emeritus by the Board of Trustees.
If you never got to meet Dr.
Huberman, it's a pity. She's a splendid teacher, a fine scholar, a caring,
involved citizen, an elegant lady.
Fortunately, you will get a chance
to meet her on Tuesday, Nov. 18, at
. 1:40 (College Hour) in the Brows1ing Room in Student Activities
Building (Bookstore). Dr. Huberman
was in Nicaragua this past summer.
She will speak and show slides on
the life and conditions in that
anguished country. International
Student Association is the host
organization . ·
The American public has been
assailed not only with a variety of
opinions on our government's policy, but with highly contrasting accounts of what is actually transpiring in Nicaragua. Ignoring world
and U.S. citizen opinion , the
Reagan Administration uses every
means, legal and illegal, to subvert
and overthrow the Sandinista
gO\:'ernment. A U.S. Congress majority is bribed and cajoled to vote

Hear Dr. Huberman_on Nicaragua
huge funds for the contras. All the
while, air fields are constructed,
bases are built, Navy, Army, Air
Force and National Guard personnel are trained in preparation for
full-scale invasion by U.S. armed
forces. The Nov. 4 election results
provided dramatic evidence of the
growing disillusion with Reagan
policies. Surely our policy in
Nicaragua will be one of those
undergoing review by the new Congress ion al majorities in both
houses.
Dr. Huberman's perception of late
developments in Nicaragua and
Central America will hold special
interest and value for those who
knew her at Kean. She was always
a forthright, consistent supporter of
the Kean College Peace Center and
the Peace Education Resource
Center. She is Chairperson of the
Maplewood-South Orange chapter
of SANE (For a Sane Nuclear Policy).
A bit more about Dr. Huberman's
background should fuel your desire
to meet her on Nov. 18. A graduate
of Bryn Mawr, she received both
masters and doctor of philosophy
degrees from NY.U. She has written
a book on poetry, and edited several

anthologies. Prestigious literature
journals have printed her articles.
She was president and a national
director of the Naitonal College
English Association . Dr. Huberman
also taught at Fairleigh Dickinson ,
Upsala and N.Y.U.
Our International Students
It was no surprise to me that the
LS.A. should be the group that took
initiative to invite Dr. Huberman on
a subject like Nicaragua. If you
follow closely what goes on at
Kean, you must note that LS.A. is
one of the most active, most enterprising student organizations. This
was confirmed in conversation with
Janice E. Jackson, foreign student
advisor, who says she is "enjoying
this group" very much indeed.
My attempts to get precise figures
on the number and composition of
foreign students at Kean College
were frustrating. It seems t, , ne
these statistics are important
enough to be compiled. But the
best I can offer are estimates by staff
people related to problems of
foreign students. There are two
categories. The Fl category consists
of students with visas. They pay the
out-ot-state fees. This year they

number close to 300, down from
About all I knew about Sri Lanka
close to 400 last year. The drop is was that it is the name of an island
the result of economic conditions just southeast of India and that there
in the home country, particularly was a great deal of civil strife. Growthe loss of revenue when oil prices ing out of my recent acquaintance
were cut drastically. The other with several LS.A. members who
category consists of foreign-born come from Sri Lanka, and who have
who hold a greer. card and have considerably added to my knowlpermanent residence. · These edge about that country, I now am
number about 1,000 and come from in position to read a dispatch from
about 56 countries.
there and to think intelligently
This large contingent of foreign about the problems.
students from all over the world ofA group of international students
fers to both faculty and students a are prepared to come to any class,
most valuable resource which, I on invitation, to tell about, and
venture to say, is not yet fully ap- discuss, life in their home country.
preciated or utilized. But each of us Any professor, or student, who
who makes the effort.to get to know
wants more information, or wishes
one or more oflhe foreign students to fix a date, contact Jan Jackson in
will be amply rewarded . Every one the Student Activities building, or
I've engaged in discussion I have phone 527-2015.
found to be a most earnest, alert
On Nov. 2-5, at 1:40 in Downs
person, eager to share and to ex- Hall there will be a reception by the
change knowledge. They are more international students for faculty
familiar with developments in the and students of the whole college.
world than most of our native Here will be another fine opporstudents. If you win their con- tunity to meet some of these most
fidence, they can provide many in- interesting members of our campus
sights on their home countries that community.
you will never get in the news
accounts.
Let me cite a personal example.

nnual 1terary our: era _
at ·Its Source:
-London to Edinburgh · and Back
·January 2 January 23, 1986
Spend three weeks in England and
Scotland in January and earn three
credits in English
Cost: S1225 (plus tuition or
auditing non-credit fee of $100.00) ~
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_ Firm offers to do for
colleges what o~hers do for prisons
(CPS)-Just as private companies
have taken over public hospitals and
even prisons, a new one in
Nashville is hoping to "take over"
· some colleges.
" We think that there's a place for
a private company to manage
education programs just like
Hospital Corporation of America
has done for hospitals and Corrections Corporation has done for
jails," says Roy Nicks, head of the
Education Corporation of America
_(ECA) .

"

, Nicks, who headed Tennessee's
state board of regents for 10 years,
says his company often can do a
better job managing certain parts of
a campus - janitorial services and
maintenance operations are his
favorite examples - than educators
themselves can.
for anywhere from $995 to
$12,990 a year, ECA will manage a
college's janitorial services, preventative maintenance programs, work
order systems, painting and other
tasks, says ECA salesman Jeff Jones.
"School and industry tend to do
a lousy job of managing their
physical plants," Nicks says. "That's
because most of the people who do
the work are at the low end of the
salary scale:'
Keeping campuses up physically

has indeed become a major crisis
for some campuses. Colleges, trying
to cope with inflation in the seventies and then federal funding cutbacks in the eighties, often have
deferred maintenance on their
structures and equipment.
Now buildings and equipment
have become so bad that colleges
can't afford new ones. In 1984, architect Harvey Kaiser, in his book
"Crumbling Academe," estimated
colleges needed $50 billion to
rebuild themselves after years of
physical neglect. The White House
Science Council concluded in 1985
that colleges needed about $10
billion to renovate themselves.
Two weeks ago, Virginia's Higher
Education Council estimated its
state colleges need $90 million to
replace worn-out buildings and
equipment.
Nicks figures ECA can make
maintenance cheap enough for colleges to avoid falling into disrepair
again.
Colleges, Nicks estimates, can
save 10 to 30 percent off their current budgets by lettingfCA manage
the maintenance instead of doing it
themselves.
The savings have gotten some
campuses' attention.
ECA recently won contracts to
manage programs at Carson-

Newman College, Tennesee Tech,
Middle Tennessee State and Walters
State Community College, all in
Tennessee.
' 'A lot of colleges use (these programs) for a combination of things
- maintenance, the total management process, to strengthen and
upgrade their own management
programs - and they have proved
very beneficial," says Wayne Leroy
of the Association of Physical Plant
Administrators of Universities and
Colleges.
But Leroy adds ECA would appeal
mostly to smaller colleges. Larger
campuses are more likely to have a
"fairly stabilized, tenured work
force that's been in place for many
years."
" I don't think a management
company can be as diversified as we
are here," says Alton Leake, the
University of Virginia's operations
director.
" We have our own cabinet shop,
locksmith shop, paint force,
plumbers, plasterers and electricians. It would be very difficult for
a private firm to come in (and
manage our physical plant), and not
as practical."
The company does manage
several kinds of academic programs,
too, but not yet on a higher education level, Nick says.

Student activities accepting
room reservations for Spring 1987
7. Faculty and administrative
departments coordinating events involving outside community participation, must make all arrangements through the Office of
Community Services, 2nd Floor Ad-

The Office of Student Activities
will be accepting room reservations
and vendor request for Spring
semester 1987 beginnin~ Monday,
Dec. 1, 1986. All interested student
groups and academic departments
mu"'- ti\\ out all necessaiy paper-

strictly enforced. Forms for services
may be picked up in the Office of
Student Activities and returned by
given deadline date.
4. Student groups and academic
departments requesting space on a
weekly basis should submit all in-

work and adhere to the following

formation (dates, times, room size

minittration Bl<fg., extension 2213.
8. Vendors will be scheduled on

guidelines:
1. All requests for meeting rooms
must be made at least one (1) week
in advance.
2. All requests for special events
(dances, conferences, cultural programming) must be made at least
two (2) weeks prior to the events.
Requests are subject to approval
after consultation with sponsoring
organization and the Office of Student Activities.
3. All policies regarding maintenance and security charges will be

preferred) to the Office of Student
Activities upon initial request.
5. Additional services (i.e. Audio
Visual, Food Services) are the
responsibility of the individual
group making request. Groups
should contact: Audio Visual - IRC
- 2nd Floor Hutchinson Hall - extension 2073 - Food Services Downs Hall - extension 2287.
6. All requests for Little Theatre
must be made with Dave Porter,
Director, Theatre of Performing Arts,
Extension 2088.

Tuesday, December 2, 1986. Requests for vendors (jewelry, plants,
etc.) musr be presented in person
with' all information necessary
(name, dates, ID number, etc.)
In the event that a function is being cancelled by ·a group or department, please contact the Office of
Student Activities immediately.
Any questions or for further information, please contact Mrs. Ethel
Feld, Scheduler or Tom O'Donnell ,
Coordinator of Student Activities,
Room CC-143, extension 2044.

Recruiting efforts fail to stop
minority enrollment drops
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Despite the best efforts of traditionally white, middle-class colleges
to enroll more minority students,
fewer blacks and Hispanics are going to college now than 100 years
ago, a new report by the American
Council on Education (ACE) says.
The prognosis for attracting more
black and Hispanic students in the
future, moreover, is "dismal," the
report's author adds.
"(All the new programs to increase minority enrollments) worked for a while," says the ACE's Sarah
Melendez, who wrote the report.
Minority enrollment on traditionally white campuses began to ·
increase in the mid-1960s, peaked
in the mid-1970s, and has been
declining ever since, she says.

The trend for black students is
downward. Melendez adds that "for
the
Hispanics
and
native
Americans, it all depends how you
look at it:'
" It is either stagnating or remaining steady for them ."
Although minorities make up 21.3
percent of the total U.S. population,
they make up only 17 percent of
college enrollments nationwide.
"The seriousness of this is no one
group of minorities has ever achieved (its corresponding enrollment
level) in college," she says. " Blacks
are about 14 percent of the population, but represent only eight percent of the college enrollment. They
are losing ground in stead of staying
current."
Everyone
has a favorite

Lecture on chinese culture
Professor Barry Blakeley, Ph. D.
(University of Michigan), who as a
graduate student spent four years in
Taiwan studying Mandarin and doing research in early Chinese
history, will be speaking on
"Themes in Chinese Culture" on
November 17 at 5 p.m. in J138 (Hutchinson Hall, Room 138). A frequent visitor to China he is current-

ly working on central China culture.
He is the author of Annotated
Genealogies of the Ruling Class of
Ancient China and many other

scholarly articlPs.
This lecture is funded by the
Graduate Student Council anq_
sponsored by the Philosophy
Department and M.A. in Liberal
Studies Program.

explanation.
Victoria Valle Staples of Penn
State - where minority enrollment
decreased from 3.9 percent of the
student body last year to 3.7 percent
this year, despite a well-funded, ambitious recruiting drive - attributes
the decline to money.
" Financial aid is more difficult to
get," she says. "We have to provide
more institutional aid: '
Joseph Russell, Afro-American
Studies dean at Indiana, finds "there
is a general decline in student interest (in going to college), and
black parents are having to make
grave decisions about where to put
their money."
"There are;' he notes, "programs
offered for students to get loans, but
_the parents and students aren't even
certain if they can pay them back."
Worse yet, the rural and inner city high schools that many black
students attend are not very good.
"There are many blacks who could
go on to higher education," Russell
says, " but many are trapped in
schools with inferior education. It's
really too bad, because they
shouldn't be penalized."
"One of the long-term solutions
is giving greater attention to the
education minorities received in
high school and elementary
school," Melendez says. "We know
Headstart (the preschool inner city
learning program) works. That
teaches - or should teach - us
something!'
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Colllparable worth to
be discussed Nov. 12
Roberta Francis will discuss com- ·
parable .worth, its history and
ramifications for citizens of New
Jersey, on November 12 at noon in
Downs Hall, Meeting Room A. Ms.
Francis was appointed by Governor
Kean to the task force established by
a law adopted by the New Jersey
Legislature to make recommendations for implementing pay equity
in the state.
When it was recognized that the
salaries of women remained far less
than those of men despite the attempt to close the gap by instituting
equal pay for equal work, many
began to look towards comparable •
worth, comparing different jobs to
achieve pay equity between men
and women . However beyond
recognizing the injustice of paying
skilled teachers and nurses, who are
predominantly women, less than
trash
collectors,
who
are
predominantly men, the concept of
comparable worth is understood by
very few. Questions about _how to

assess the value of skilled work of
plumbers, electricians, college professors and nurses is more problematic then comparing skilled
and unskilled work.
"Comparable worth has become
as controversial in the '80s as equal
pay for equal work was in the '70s; '
said Barbara Goldblatt, Coordinator
of the Women's Resource Center.
"When the salaries of all state
employees may be affected by
changes in their pay scales to be
adopted by the state legislature, it
is not difficult to recognize the
potential for controversy," she
continued.
Concluding she said that the
presentation of Ms. Franci s will be
of interest not only to all state
employees professors, administrators,
clerks
and
maintenance workers - but to all
individuals who intend to seek
employment in local, state and even
federal sectors.
This program is sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center.

Computer science department
seeks accreditation
By Walter Forrester
Last year, the Association for
Computer Machinery, and the Institute for Electrical and Electronic
Engineers joined together to form
the Computer Science Accrediting
Board (CSAB). Since its beginning,
thi r:ty-one institutions were visited
by the board, and twenty-two were
accreditied. Most of these institutions were universities, only one
college was accredited, that being
Allegheny College. In the state of
New Jersey, there are only two
schools accredited by the CSAB,
Stevens Technical Institute, and
New Jesey Institute of Technology.
Accreditation lasts from three to six
years.
''As the board made their way
around the school they were bound
to find inadequacies," said Dennis
Santomauro, Associate Professor
and Coordinator of Computer
Science. "They will definitely find
shortcomings, but just their visit will
prompt change in the department
and the curriculum."

Professor Santomauro also noted
that Kean is not a research oriented
school, such as many larger universities. He believes that the lack of
research facilities may hinder the accreditation process ..
The three person accreditation
board studied the curriculum, the
faculty, administrative support, supporting services like the library and
advisement, and students. The

board was impressed by the
students and the dedication of the
faculty.
There are 1100 students enrolled
in the Comput~r Science program ,
about 200 of them are in the
technology option . The students
graduating from Kean with this
degree are for the most preparing
for jobs in the scientific programming and systems programming area.
A full report on the visit will be
submitted to the ·administration, and
if the amendments to the program,
suggested by the board, are carried
out, the final decision from CSAB
will come next August.

HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
GOTTEN THE BEST OF YOU? We're not surprised, with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
year. Federal and State aid cut backs ...
Academic Subsidies Research Group has
academia's financial answer! With access to
the largest computer bank of it's kind containing private sources of college financial aid totaling over -4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantee's to
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
match your individual interests, background and
qualifications with thousands of grants, scholarships and financial aid awards from private
sources such as foundations, trusts, corporations, professional and business groups,
religious and fraternal organizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is now ... Call or
write for FREE information.
Academic Subsidies Research Group
"Academia's Financial Answer"
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N.J. 08502
201-874-3294
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:'Art's 8nd Entertainment
On _campus - The recreation club _ _ __
together's and more organized
events. A spring semi-formal is beThere is a new group ori campus, ing planned as well as a spring
with a fresh, motivated staff and break trip. The trip's destination has
they want you to join them. The not been announced yet, but PresiRecreation Club, recently titled The dent Joe Gonnella is leaning
Recreation Majors Club, is opening towards a tropical island vacation
its doors to anyone who wants to spot for the group. "Somewhere
socialize and meet more Kean cheap" he says with a smile.
. students, regardless if he or she is
In addition to being a social
,a Recreation major or not.
organization, The Recreation Club
The club meets every first Tuesday has undertaken concrete projects to
of the month, during college hour. improve their major. Presently, they
in Townsend 118, to plan the are working on updating and revismonth's agenda of activities. The ing their department brochure and
main purpose of the group is to changing the major's title from " Urbring students together in social ban and Outdoor Recreation" to
situations through informal get- "Recreation Administration and
By Sharon MacBride

Supervision': since the first title is
misleading in relating to the duties
of the recreation field . The club also
conducts group discussions and
seminars, and is planning to invite
guest speakers from the professional
recreation work force to address the
members and offer advice.
If you are a Recreation major,
joining the group will enhance your
classroom studies and provide you
with guidance and practical experience in your field. A prospective employer will want to know
what you have done extracurricularly as well as academically, so keep
this in mind. And if you are not a
Recreation major, still_ come out.

The club is comprised of organized, take-charge members, who really know how to have a good time.
You will be provided with fun activities and an opportunity to form
some new friendships.
The Recreation Club officers are
as follows: President - Joe Gonnella, Vice President - Edwin Cruz,
Treasurer - Mark Saenger, Secretary
- Andrea Yessian, Public Relations
- Denise Sadv::iry, Project Coordinator - Eileen Conley, Club Advisor - Dr. John Valentine.
Remember, your time spent at
Kean should not be comprised solely of academic classes. Broaden
your horizons and get involved! The

next Recreation Club meeting will
be held Tuesday, December 2, in
TI18 during college hour.

Jazz at Kean
UNION,
N.J.-Marian
McPartland, jazz pianist, will perform at 8 p.m. Dec. 4 in the Wilkins
Theatre at Kean College of New
Jersey. Admission is $8.50.
McPartland, who is English ,
studied at the Guildhall School of
Music in London on her way to a
career in classical music. She,
however, fell in love with jazz.
After World War II she came to
Chicago with her cornetist husband
Jimmy McPartland and opened in a
New York club in 1950. In 1952 she
opened at the Hickory House, her
New York home-base through the
'60s.
She has since made numerous
recordings, appeared at many jazz
festivals and played the country's
most prestigious clubs. She recei ved the Peabody Award for her National Public Radio show, Marian
McPartland 's Piano Jazz, now its
sixth season. She also has made
television appearances.
McPartland also is a composer of
music including works that have
been recorded by Tony Bennett,
Peggy Lee, Sarah Vaughn, other artists and film soundtracks.
McPartland's appearance is being
made possible in part through a
grant from Meet the Composer with

funds made available in part by the
New Jersey State Council on the
Arts/Department of State, the National Endowment for the Arts, AT&T
Foundation, CBS Inc., Equitable Life
Assurance Society of the U.S., Grace
Foundation, LAW. Fund Inc., and
Helena Rubinstein Foundation.

Soap update
By Sta nsi }. Farkas

• RYAN'S
HOPE-Siobhan
apologized to Max for tell ing Jack
his secrets. Jack distrusts Max more
than ever. Delia wanls to borrow
$10,000 from Roger to buy off
Harlan and get Lizzie out of John's
life. Ryan doesn't like Rick becoming so overprotective of Lizzie.
LOVING : Pressure builds on Jim
and Shana. Pressure also built up so
much in Jack's head that he finally

agreed to surgery after passing out
in front of Curtis. But he told Stacy
that he' ll be out of town on a
business trip. Gangster Nick's hold
on Trisha is getting tighter. He now
has her hooked on drugs, and had
one of her male friends beat up for
talking to her. Harry now knows
about Trisha's second letter to Steve
saying she sti ll loved him.
ALL MY <;:HILDREN: Mark shot
and killed Earl in the hospital parking lot, Matt witnessed. It turns out
that Mark didn't merely have an affair with Earl 's wife, but also stole
½ million worth of coke as well.
Erica believes her face may be permanently disfigured so she disappeared out of the hospital. Teasers _
(Continued on Page 11)
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Movies

-

Jumpin Jack
Flash, its
a gas,
gas, gas!
By Linda Leuser
Can a computer operator for a
major international bank find excitement on her monitor? Whoopie
Goldberg, as Terry Dolittle, certainly
finds out how to take the boredom
out of banking in Twentieth Century's Jumpin Jack Flash.
This comedy-spy thriller-mysteryadventure film gives a fresh slant to
a somewhat familiar story. The old
spy movie scenario has been
brought into the computer age with
entertaining results.
It seems the Soviets are boucning
their broadcast signals off of the
same satellite used by Miss Dolittle's bank. Because of a terminal
malfunction, Terry is contacted· by
a British spy frantic to escape the
Soviet Union. The plot centers
around a poorly educated black,
working girl from Manhattan and
her confrontations with the proper
British Secret Service.
Penny Marshall, who is directing
instead of acting this time around,
combines some of the funniest
street talk ever written for the screen
with inventive sight gags and even
some slapstick to create a fast-paced
yet cohesive story. As a former New
Yorker, she · shows a street-wise
knowledge of the city that prevents
Jack from becom ing a cliche-ridden
spy spoof.
Whoopie Goldberg has the great
comedy timing and the kind of caring, yet laid-back attitude that
makes "Terry believable as the unwitting sleuth. Though she is the star
of the movie, some excellent su,>

porting performances by Steven
Collins, Annie Potts, and the stilldisty Carol Kane add to her
credibility.
Perhaps a word of caution should
be given to those who are easily offended by profan ity. The " R" rating
was definitely· earned by the im- "
aginative, but raunchy, dialogue in
this film . The ingenious play of
bla ck, street-ta lk against th e
aristocratic language and plush surroundings of the British embassy
crowd give the fi lm some of its funniest moments. So, to those
squeamish readers I advise an evening at home with the Golden Girls.
Leave Jumpin Jack Flash to the rest
of us; you 'll make the lines at the
box office shorter.

"Sky Bandits"
robs the
audience of
a good time
By Francesca Tedesco
Billed as an "adventure in the
sky", Sky Bandits could only be an
adventure in director Zoran Peresic's
mind. We have all seen movies that

Jumpin Jack Flash & Sky Bandits

themselves on the battlefields of
France fighting the Germans in .
World War I.
While walking among the foxholes, the dreaded " Gotham
Bomber" begins to fire down upon
the troops. Luke and Barney whip
out their six shooters and begin
shooting at the plane, causing it to
crash . They then steal a truck, that
just happens to be in the middle of
the field, and drive off. They then
come upon a bar in the middle of
nowhere. Once inside, they meet
up with a pair of Briti sh pilots and
their French girlfriends and a brawl
ensues among the four. To resolve
their differences (whatever they may
be), Luke and Barney declare that
anyone -.yho can driye a truck can
fly a plane; a statement that is
challenged by the two pilots. So,
after a few pointers and the advice
that " if you can walk away from the
plane, then you've made a good
landing;' Luke and Barney take off
and seem to have no problem
handl ing a cockpit for the first time.
While flying around , our two
bankrobbers/truck drivers/pilots fly
past the latest German threat, the
German airship or zeppelin . They
then fly over a Brifrsh air base and
literally drop from the sky on top of
the commanding officer's plane.
They step out of what's left of their
plane (must have been a good landing) and are ordered to report to
the commanding officer, who
threatens to have them shot for their
inept landing. The officer, Commander Barret, is then notified, via
the telephone, that the. Gotham
Bomber was destroyed earlier that
day. To avoid being shot for their not
so perfect landing, Luke tells him
that he and Barney shot down that
German plane and promise to

dialogue that one can ha rdl y
understand, topped off by poor acting performances by most of the
cast. It's no wonder that all the
scenes, that supposedly take place
in the sky, are so obviously set in a
studio, that you almost expect the
producers of this film to believe that
they can get away with that too. At
least they made all the explosions
look real.
Nothing is worse than a movie
that leaves the audience guessing at
its location every minute and leaves
so many unanswered questions.
What happened to their French
girlfriends? How did they manage
to conceal a British plane in the
middle of a western canyon? Of
course, you may not be asking these
questions should you see this movie
because you may very well be
asleep after the first half-hour,
unless, of course, one of those plane
crashes wakes you up.
Barney (Scott McGinnis) and
Luke (Jeff Osterhage) are a new
breed of wild west heroes that suddenly find themselves misplaced

aviators in World War I and taking
on the whole German ir fleet in tire
outrageous new adventure, "Sky
Bandits;' landing all theatres this
Fall from Galaxy International
Releasing.

.---------------------------.

destroy the German airship, claiming to kllOIN "exactly where it is:'
Luke and Barney then join the

"suicide squadron" that plans to
destroy the airship and the two plan
to, instead, take two planes and
escape to Switzerland. They have a
change of heart, though, when the
two French girls they met earlier arrive at the base with the two Briti sh
pilots from the ba r. Luke and Barney
promise to come back to the girls
once their mi ssion is over.
No sooner do Luke and Barney
take off then the same airship that
they are seeking descends from the
clouds and begins bombing the
base. But do the officers and
soldiers run for cover? No! Instead,
they stand there in an open field
and watch their base be redu ced to
a pile_of matchsticks.
Meanwhile, Barney and Luke find
the German airbase where they
believe the zeppelin was built.
Barney somehow flies through the
factory, but Luke's plane is shot
down and he is taken prisoner.
Barney flies back to the British base
and reports his findings to the commander. Barney then takes off again
to rescue Luke. He somehow manages to get onto the German base
and, while riding a bicycle, tosses
sticks of dynamite all over the place.
He finds Luke, blows open the cell
and th e two escape to Barney's
plane, which he had hidden in the
woods.
Barney and Luke then fly off and
meet up with their squadron (made
up of an entire fi ve planes) and they
locate the airship. Barney and Luke
land right on top of the airship and
crawl down into its cockpit,
threatening th e Captain to (you
guessed it) blow it up if he does not
land and surrender immediately.
Sudc;!enly we are back in the
America West and Barney and Luke
are back robbing banks and fleeing
i the authorities. They manage to flee
town and hop into their plane, arguing afl the way whether to fly to
0

mainly corisist of car crashes to take
the place of an interesting plot. This
movie relies on plane crashes for
excitement.
The movie opens in a western
town where bank robbers, Luke 0eff
Osterage), who masterminds the
robberies, and Barn ey (Scott
McGinnis), who never goes
anywhere without at least six sticks
of dynamite, are making a get away
from their latest venture. They flee
. to a nearby town and ~ttempt to rob
the bank there that night. They a~e
caught red-handed by the sheriff
and bank president, who offers
them an option.of going to jail. The California or Mexico.
Not only does the audience have
two are handed over to a local regi ment officer and our two unfor- to contend with a ridiculous plot,
tunate robbers suddenly find but the weak script is made up of
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Boo~
By Professor Katz

Kean's
poet-in-permanentresidence, Dr. Edwin Thomason ,
has published a new book of·poetry,
An Epic of Epigrams, dedicated to
his late wife, Lillian. And the love
poems for her tell half the epic story
of this book in nine sections. The
opening poem, " Lillian," is also the
longest in the volume, an incantatory recital to a clearsighted
domestic muse, the wife of common sense and visionary clarity:
My wife with her soul the dust of
being, the wealth of Heaven, My
wife with eyes of clean windows,
With eyes for the invisible, With
eyes under the ax for the harsh, the
exalted brought low, With eyes level
with existence, With the yes of eyes
watching eternity.
This poem along with the section
" Lillianlieder" are unflinching
elegies:
Grief is a foreign language, I'd
never have chosen to study, The
grammar of the sucker, Is blue funk
and brown study. Though my
sprachegefuhl is top notch, The ac-

Dames at
Sea update
By Liz Ford

Dames at Sea will open this Friday, November 14 at 8 p.m . in the
Wilkins Theatre. The show takes
place in a 42nd street theatre. The
Indy spoke with two of the lead
characters, Ruby and Dick.
Indy: Ruby, where are you from?
Ruby: I'm from Centerville, Utah.
Indy: Dick where are you from?
Dick: I' m from Centerville, too.

-
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An epic of epigrams

':A.II right;' Mom said, "keep the one tive poetry, but direct broadcast, the
cent's nothing to delight in; Yet grief ticulate publically what doesn't get
epigram cut down for American
you've got."
is a foreign language, I have no said anywhere else, in the press or
on tv, in novels ·or in movies.
This poem and even briefer bumper-sticker delivery. From a secchoic but to write in.
The ga mut of truth emba lms
poems have the feel of epigrams tion called "Moments Musicals:"
How to articulate grief, get it off
one's chest, work and live through against fester; Overpraise holds up . distilled from longer stories, like this Disc Jockey to Girlfriend Okay!
now the flipside
it are traditional poetic themes. And to scorn. I merely like Jesus in a Rus- - one, "A Pleasant Afternoon :"
and
"Sit." Sat. Chit-chat.
like Tannyson ' s elegy, "In sian carol, Give the rose and keep
And if the stories and extend~d Rock 'n' Roll After head injury life
Memoriam,"
Thomason ' s the thorn .
The
balance
of
Edwin
scenes behind these poems are is never the same.
" Lillianlieder" has its epic
common to us all , in Thomason's
movements: not from desperate cry Thomason's rugged but precise
The tone An Epic of Epigrams setepigrams, written in the spare
to muted prayer but from the shock- poems, also " truth that embalms
American idiom of Creeley and tles within the final section, aped bureaucratic language of "Mail- against fester," take quick satiric
glances at the USA with "Liberty
Merwin, we also hear many-faceted, propriately Alpha and Omega, is
ed ."
allusive whisperings. Robert Frost, Lao Tse's TAO TEH KING.
Wrapped in her body, that splen- Brandishing Her Torch ."
This is the way, I should say. This
In a teenage country machoShakespeare (of course), Tennyson,
did package, Stamped PERISHABLE
sexed, And modernistically docKeats, Burns, Yeats, Plath, Joyce, is more or less the exact way - Cer- HANDLE WITH CARE.
Emily Dickinson, and Christopher tainly not another I should say.
To the delicate memory caught in tared . . .
It is a remarkable thing how the
These two prongs ofThomason's
Smart all find their voices in
the corner of the mind's eye.
Thomason's register, which also appropriate way, Leads frequentl y to
And her feet track milk through epic, love poetry and satire, both
plays rock 'n' roll, Mozart, and the familiar thing to say. And I am
the bedroom, Escorted by a mouse sharply honoed, together make for
an incisive almost Nabokovian
Schubert. And as Thomason makes willing to say: this is the way.
of flooring.
To an educated, confident voice
romance. And , like Nabokov,
loud and clear in the " Foreword: "
And, finally, to the explicit:
Look Here/ Listen! Mean It! You're so modest, so willing to make itself
Me/vii/e's Colonel uncle in the Thomason fine-tunes mid-twentieth
Missing The Music Impinging If familiar, to speak out language, we
guise of the last leaf, Yellow the falli- century American idiom to a most
should do well to listen. Copies are
You're Not Reading Out Loud.
ble way life is fa/fable into, Maple telling frequency:
The fifteen-year-old Jewish girl,
This is not the muffled , available at the bookstore or from
leaf, Canadian as a midwife's hand.
Wanted to give Budhism a whirl,
ruminative music of private reflec- the author in Willis 305.
In a language he has "no choice But
made a tactical error with her
_ _ _ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
but to write in . . .," Thomason's
"Lillianlieder" do what most good mother: "One religion's as good as
contemporary poetry can do: ar- another." Mothers are a tricky lot:

The audit1·on

Indy: Did you know each other
before you came to New York?
Ruby: No, we met here.
Indy: Well how did you meet?
Dick: I saw Ruby at the bus depot
and she left her suitcase there. So,
I followed her to the theatre.
Indy: So you.are both performing
in Dames?
Ruby: Yes, we're both performing
and some of the songs that Dick has
written are being used as well!
Indy: So, where do you see your
careers going in the future?
Ruby: I want to be a broadway
star!
Dick: And I want to become a big

time songwriter on Broadway!
Come see Dames at Sea and find
out if Ruby and Dick will become
big stars!
Where are those beautiful ,
luscious, l<Nely Dames? FIND OUT
ON NOVEMBER 14.

The Independent
Needs
FHture Writers.
Stop by CC 119
For aore Info.

By Leah Valley

When many o( us actors come
across the word "audition", our
stomachs flutter, nerves tense up,
and suddenly we get a tremendous
feeling of insecurity. Whether it is
for the stage or film, we would not
have the fear of auditions in the first
place, if we did not feel we had any
talent, right? Come on, underneath
all that semi-modest exteri or, you
probably envision yourself as Humphry Bogart, Katherine Hepburn,
Jack Nicholson, or maybe Joan
Rivers. Oh, God no! ~II then, why
do performers experience stage
fright, mind blocks, and anxiety attacks before they enter an audition?
The bottom line is the actor's fear
of rejection. Let's face it, in show
business many actors, dancers,
singers, and musicians encounter
too many rejections in their struggling carrers. But something deep
inside keeps them going. What is
that motivating desire within the actor? Why does he lose it when he
walks into an audition?
The performer puts all of his time
and energy into an audition and for
the director to love him. But considering the actor has faced many
turn downs prior to his present audition , he knows that competition
does exist out there. The director
has to be very careful in choosing
an actor for each specific role.
I imagine the role of the director
as a mean ogre placing judgment
upon me. To many actors the director is imagined as a man sitting fifty rows back in the auditorium,
smoking a cigar with a solemn and
intent look upon his face.
Picture the following scene: As

soon as the actor walks onto the
stage, he is aware of the director's
presence. The auditionee begins to
feel nervous sensations in hi s arms,
chest and legs. He shields his eyes
from the overpowering spotlight.
Actor: " Um . .. Sir, what page
would you like me to begin reading
on?"
Meanwhile, his script is trembling
in his hands, moist from hi s perspiring palms.
Director: (in a loud, hostile voice)
"I thought I announced the pages
in the beginning. You are to read the
part of Ernest, pages 60 to 64."
Actor: "Oh yeah, sorry, I forgot.
It's my fault. Um, what's Ernest's
character like? How do you want
me to read?"
Director: "Read it the way you
think Ernest would be saying those
lines. Just read already you are
wasting my time:'
In this brief scenario, you can see
the relationship between the nervous, struggling actor and the cool,
icy director. This occurs frequently,
mainly in big city, competitive auditions. The key is to have confidence
an,d remember how far you, as an
actor, have come. Everyone else is
nervous, just like you, so they
understand where you are coming
from . If all fellow actors work
together and give each other moral
support, than auditions would be an
easier, more pleasant experience.
Well, I hope you have gained
some insight on the fear an actor experiences before his audition. The
real reward is getting the role you
want and finding ways to establish
yourself through your new
character.

Music news
By Eric L. Greenberg
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The pregnancy test for your
eyes only. ·~
I
Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus™
can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as
10 minutes. You can use it as soon as one day
after a missed period. And e.p.t. Plus has
proven 99% accurate in lab tests. e.p.t. Plus,
a fast and easy wa:, to know for sure.
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BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN's new
album, Live/1975-85, has hif the
stores (as well as the airwaves). As
you would expect, the radio is once
again jammed with an overglut of
Ame~ica's favorite roughboy. The
5-record set, containing some 40
tunes, could be the biggest se ll ing
album in history .. . Come in out
of the col d . The PSYCHEDELIC
FURS new album is ca lled Midnight
to Midnight and it should be out
sometime this month . . . ELVIS
COSTELLO has added a new twist
to his concert performances .
Depending upon the shcm you take
in, you will see a qifferent backing
band performing different songs.
Some nights he even has a unique
attraction, the Spectacular Spinning
Songbook. It is a big gameshow
style wheel with various songs on

the spaces. A random member of
the audience is selected to do the
spinning . . . An interesting viewpoint from JOE STRUMMER of The
CLASH for thi s weeks quote: " I'm
thirty-three and I don't want to be
HUEY LEWIS. It ai n't rock 'n' roll
anymore. It's just the latest thing."

The Legendary
11

Dr. Dirty"

John Valby
little Theatre
College Center
Thurs., Nov. 20, 1986
8:00 P.M.
On Sale Soon

~ Annou-ncements··
Kean Professor Studies
Brothers & Sisters of
Individuals With
H and i Capp i n g
Conditions

Delta Rho Chapter
Kappa Delta Pi

Kean College's chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi the lnternational Honor Society f~r
Education Majors will hold it's
Volunteers are being sought first open meeting of the year
by Dr. Meyer Schreiber, of the on Monday, November 17,
college's Social Work pro- · 1986 in Dining Room 3 at 7:30
p.m. Dr. Rozanne Knudson,
g ram, to discuss what being a K
C II
A th
.
brother or sister of a retarded
ean . O eges
U or In
person means. Dr. Schreiber Residence will work with the
has been involved as a resear- group. "Zan" has written over
cher and as a worker with fifty books on a wide variety of
Such normal brothers and topics. She will share her exsisters during the past twenty- pertise with us, and inspire us
five years. He is currently at to follow in her foot steps.
work on a volume which will
Membership in Kappa Delta
deal with how such brothers Pi
is
open
to
all
and sisters deal with tlieir undergraduate, graduate and
families and the.ir sibling;. In- alumni who are Education Materested students and 'Jthers jors. To qualify for membership
may call Dr. Schre;oer at undergraduates must: 1. have
527-2090 to set up a mutually completed 75 hours of course
convenient time for an inter- work with a GPA of 3.5, 2. atview. The interview takes from tend one open meeting and
thirty to fifty minutes and all the lnquction Ceremony.
material is kept confidential.
Graduate students must: 1. be
matriculated, 2. have comCriminal
pleted 12 hours of course work
Justice Meeting
with a GPA of 3.5, 3. attend one
There will be a Criminal open meeting and the lnduction Ceremony. Alumni must
Ju st ice meeting on Tuesday, have graduated with a GPA of
November 18, 1986 at 1:40 3.5 with a concentration in the
p.m . in Rm. W- 313 · All area of Education.
members are urged to attend.
Additional information may
All new members welcomed.
----------...i
be obtained by calling Lillian
Word Processing
Lemke chapter advisor, at
527-2628 office or 232-5818
Seminar
home. Applications are
The Management Club is available outside Mrs. Lemke's
sponsoring a word processing office J-205-G.
seminar on November 18 and
All members of the college
Nov. 25 during College Hour. community are invited to
It will be held in Willis 400. The

Thurs., November 13, 1986
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attend.

Attention
Education MaJ·ors!

A Socialist View on Apartheid.
$1.00 postage prepaid. Send to:
Bulletin ldom, P.O. Box 1317, New
York, NY 10009.

Sophomores who intend to
major in Elementary, Early t-------------1
Childhood, Fine Arts, English, Typing Serlvce. Professional
Industrial Technology, Music, typist. Resumes, dissertations,
Physical Education, Mathe- statistical tables, letters, thesis,
·matics, Spanish, Science and term papers. Reasonable rates.
964 1793
Social Studies education will Call Eileen at
·_ ·
meet at 1:30 p.m·. in HutchinS
I I
I Ill
son H II J100 W d
d
Help Wanted. tarting Nov. 17th 18,278 to choose from-all subjects
a '
'
e nes ay, and every second Monday. Flexi- Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or coo
December 3, 1986 to receive ble hours to help sell watches,
r
_351 _0222
800
applications for the Junior jewelry, gloves and sunglasses.JIii
inca111.12131 m-8226
Field Experience. These ap- Call Raya at 731-4789 for details. or, rush s2.00 to: R-■rch Anl•t■nca
90025
plications are for placement in Preferably
one who eni·oys selling 11322Custom
ldahoAve. #206·SN , Los Angeles. CA
d fl • f f h.
research also avarlable-all levels
the public schools during the an a atr or as ton.
Fall, 1987 and Spring 1988 i----E-xt_ra_!...,E_x_t_ra_!___,....__________
year.
Joseph Esposito teaches

GutJi
t---,----------

11:1111c1 PAPERII
.i

1-----------~ Drop Over The Pub As
Important Meeting!

DJ Cliff Plays All The
Tunes You Love To Hear!
Every Tuesday Night!

Juniors A student
teaching application. meeting
will take place on Wednesday,
December 3, 1986 at 3:30 p.m.
in Hutchinson Hall, J100, in
order to receive an application
for a public school assignment
and to be oriented for form
completion.

Coffee
House

1------------..1
The
Occupational Therapy
Cl b I H .
u s avmg
A Food Drive

Auditions . . .
RADICALS

A New Drama
·by
Clarence Coggins
and
Stan Matthews
Directed by
Rod H.

Tues. Nov. 25
1:40-8:30
CC-142

-Everyone
Welco•el!

What:
Live Music, fun,
h"
fellows Ip
and food .

Please donate canned and
packaged goods. Will be
donated to the Salvation Army.
Please drop off in W311. Thank
you!

When:
Th
d
UTS ay,
Nov. 20, 1986

Bookstore/College
Liaison Committee
Academic Year 1986-87

Everyone
is invite~!

~------------1
The

members

Bookstore/College

of

Liaison

Who:

Sponsored by Kean College
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowshi!=

the

Artistic Mime
Technique DECROUX
lmprov/Composition/
Performance
for the Actor• Dancer
Mime for the MIME
info: (201) 351-2982

Local
Typing Service
Electronic Memory Typewriter capable of filling all
your typing needs.
• Term papers
• Thesis-reports
• Letters
• Repetitive typing
• Dictation
• Bookkeeping
• Prompt efficient service.
Pick-up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. Call:
688-2215.

1------------'------------

purpose is to introduce ►-------------1 Committee welcome any constudents to different da ta
Inter-Varsity
cerns and questions regarding
bases and how it relates to
Christian Fellowship
the services and the policies of
business and managements
the Kean College Bookstore.
· t ·
k'II
We are a nationwide, nonan d b as,c ypmg s I s.
Please contact any one of the
R
b 1 •
denomination
Christian
eserve a space Y eavmg a
members with your concerns:
note ·,n the management cl ubs organization. We plan many Louis Benedict - Council for
mailbox in Willis 405 or call events with many oppor- Part Time Students, Edward
Lou R.igamonte at 522·9326· tunities for students to come. Callaghan - Bus·,ness Off,·ce
- - - - - - - - - - - Some of these events include:
An Open House Seminar, (Ex-Officio), Sheila Elman Gong Show Auditions Mondays at 8 p.m. in J-100 Graduate Student Council,
On Thursday, November 13 (dealing with today's c_ollege Karen Gentilello - Bookstore
at 7:30 auditions for the Gong topics); Bible Studies, " The Manager, Barnes & Noble,
Show will take place. Come to Personality of Jesus Christ", Sandra Gonsalves - Faculty,
the Al umn i Lou nge-Downs 4:45 p.m. Wednesdays; Large Psychology Department , PatHall and bring props and group meetings, college hour rick J. Ippolito - Vice Presicostumes! $ will be awarded at (Tues. 1:4o), J.134; COFFEE dent, Student Services (Exshow for best act!! Sponsored HOUSE
_
Thursday, Officio), Rob Laverty - Stuby the Finance Club.
- November 20, 8 p.m. _ fun, dent Organization , Annette
fellowship and refreshments; Pedana - Student OrganizaB.S.U. (Black Student Union)
CHRISTMAS CANTATA _ in tion , Jose A. Quiles - AssisDecember. For more info on tant Dean, Student Services
anything that we are doing, or (Chair), and Wolde Woubneh
if you would like some free Faculty, Mathematics
· literature or Bibles, give us a Department.
call. Call Rich at 354-8014 or ►-------------1
Karen at 354-8344. We will be
Physical Therapy
looking forward to meeting
Students
you .
If you are interested in apJewish Student Union plying for the Physical
Therapy PROFESSIONAL
Sponsoring Program
PHASE for Fall 1987, applicaThe Jewish Student Union tion packets are available
is having a program on Jewish NOW: Phsycial Therapy Office
Sexuality, Tuesday, November 2 307 C, MTW 9-1 , Thurs. 9-12,
Belle
18 in Room J136 during col- Academic Advisement Center, .
lege hour. New members are 1st Floor Admin . Bldg., M-F
.,__w_e_lc_o_m_e_
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8:30-4:30, and Evening Office
J-106, M.:rh 4-8 p.m.
CEC Sponsors Sale
If you have any questions
On November 17th in front about procedures or courses,
of the cafeteria will be a sale or if you have other concerns,
(Black Student Union) on sunglasses , watches , contact Muffin Lord, Academic
costume jewelry and gloves.
Advisement Center, 527-2030.
Further info 965-1 366
Completed application
No experience necessary.
materials, including letters
StopbylNDY
of recommendation from
for Appllcatlons
two P.T. settings, are due on
JANUARY 31, 1987.
Many Positions Avallable

•----------.......i

Tlred,exhausted,experlencl1"1j
atreN? Why don't you get awal
on a vacation for a 112 hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for i
certified, Swedish, sport or too
massage or purchase a specia
gift certificate. Call Steven J.
man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.

International
Students Association
Proudly Presents

-International Night
-Steel Band • Caribbean Dance
• Indian Dance •

• Lebanese Ballet Dancing
Latin Dance • African Dance
Wednesday,Nov.19,1986
7 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
LITTLE
THEATER
•
College Center
Admission $2.00
TICKffl WILL IE SOLD AT THE INFORMATION BOOTH
Proceeds go to
"Save The Children" Project

International Students Assoc.
Presents
Latin Afro-Caribbean Festival
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Date : Friday, November 21st
Place: Kean College Student Center
Admission : $3.00

Salsa • Reggae • Merenque • Bolero • Calypso

'

Disco • Jazz • Makosa • Compas Direct

SENSATIONAL!

.
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Malcolm-X a man ·with a
Malcolm-X. ''X-Every person is a
descendat of an x-slave. An
For those of you that missed The unknown qua I ity x-smokers, xNational Black Touring Circuit's drinkers, x-brainwashed negros."
presentation of Malcolm-X Thursday Another aspect of the production
night, you missed a real riveting ex- that seemed to strike me was his experience; one that.shall remain with planation of brain-washed negros in
those who did attend. Duane "this country. He explained that the
Shepard portrays this controversial American Negro seems to have
leader right down to the very core. forgotten where he originated from,
From the minute that he first ap- because he has been influenced by
pears on the stage you would swear the white man's culture. He couldn't
tht you were seeing an exact even spell his name, spelling it
duplicate of the man, from his ap- "knee-grows:' This whole conversapearance right down to his chari sma tion proved thought provoking at
"This is Malcolm XI" His entrance times, but mostly entertaining. But
is 1the most tense I have seen in a the overall impact of the play had
while. There is dead silence until a distinct message. There were
the moment he sits back in his seat, many more incidents in his life,
displays his sparkling white teeth, such as the boycott over Brother
and lets out a startling laugh that Hinton Johnson and 3,000 angry
eases the tension .
Harlemnites over the issue of police
In his first part, Duane Shepard brutality. the women in his life were
displays
his
rebellion
so his mother, his sister Ella, and Betmagnificently that I could feel what ty Shabaz his wife. The neglect to
this man had to go through and his family in order to purse his own
what was imbedded in his mind. dreams he describes as " the greatest
When he let out cries of despera- crime he ever committed." Hi s
tion and agony. Proof of this is statement "j udge people by their
found, when he takes you back to deeds not their color," had made a
the time of his childhood. If the real tremendous impact on the audience
Malcolm-X had been watching, he and history. But as always, there are
would have been moved by the two sides, a light side and a dark
realistic depiction of his own life. side. The climax of the play is most
Malcolm-X's life was a heavy strug- startling when all hidden secrets are
gle, as seen in hi s chi.ldhood: When revealed . The facial expression of
he first experiences racism, having Duane's is unforgettable when he
his house firebo mbed and burned learns that the messenger, the man
to the ground. The impact during · whom he had vowed his life to,
this scene was so intense and mov- wanted him killed, due to a nasty
ing, that not one audience member rumour that held no truth.
had a dry eye. Considering that
The play takes a lot of twists and
Malcolm-X is a one man show, turns as we slowly watch the
Duane Shepard does an outstand- character Malcom-x dissolve. The
ing job of incorporating imaginary turnin g point was when he was accast members of Malcolm-X 's life cused of setting fire to his own
and makes them appear realistic to house in Elmhurst, N.Y., for a
the human eye. The show is an in- publicity stunt. When really it was
teraction between past and present. caused by some of his enemies; and
If Malcolm-X were alive today, how the police covered it up. The finale
would he view tlie situation of proves to be shocking when we
America and the evolution of the learn that he was assassinated. He
black man since his time? The received twenty-one gunshots to the
telephone scenes with the press chest. this sequence captured the
prove to be very thought provoking, feeling of defeat. But he raised an
such as apartheid, and politics. The important question that holds true
remarks he makes about Reagan today. Can mankind rest anywhere
and Mondale were enough to make where mankind is oppressed? In
any Republican or Democrat blush. South Africa, Grenada, even in the
Su.ch examples included Ronald U.S.A.? The play was about a man
Reagan against the minority class, with a mission. A mission to bring
Ronald Ray-Gun (im provs last mankind together and to create a
name). Changing the White House
to the black house by introducing
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Democrats starting the Klan in the first place. Some
of these remarks most people would
(Conti nued from Page 7)
consider tasteless but Malcolm-X
(Duane Sheppard) was only telling
it how he sees it. The play then goes reveal that Jeremy will be framed for
into his Army years in which he por- Earl 's murder.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Baby Jessica
trays a stereo typical black person
and his actions cause him to be re- has been returned , but Maria still
jected from the Service. This se- plans to break up Clint and Viki's
quence proves to be very comical, marriage. Cord found out the truth
about the $1 million and gave it
but true.
Duane Sheppard depicts every back to Asa, but Tina wiggled to the
scene realistically, especia lly the bank and withdrew the _ money.
prison sequence. He portrays a Another framed murder story is Dan
prisoner who wishes to better Wolek. His trial has begun with
himself by reading, and his en- minimal excitement.
GENERAL HOSPITAL : And
counter with the guard proves to be
quite stunning. I found the language another trial still to come - Duke
explicit, but the scene would lose shot Bert Ramsey as they struggled
its total effect if he hadn't gone for for the gun. Duke has told all to Anrealism . The rest of the play follows na and Robert, including the
·his exploits of discrimination with discovery that Bert is Mr. B. Of
white people. He su pports hi s course to milk the story for all it's
arguments in vivid detail, mention- worth, they don't believe him. Aning how a white man had murdered na was so distraught she got comhis father, then covered it up to look pletely drunk. And Bobbi is adverlike an accident. And when he was tising for a surrogate mother so she
involved with crime, the judge gave can marry Jake. (My bet is a legal
him ten years while the white man battle down the road for Bobbi and
involved only received five. Through Jake.)
Still more organized crime, murMalcolm-X's monologues, he makes
the audience feel like part of his life. der, attempted murder, and drugs.
The center of the play is focused Just another case of art imitating life!
around Malcoms involvement with
Mr. Elijha Mohamad, " the greatest
Help To Make
inspiration of his life.' Malcolm's
true character is revealed during thi s
Better Paper!
sequence. He goes into a very movStop By
ing, but deta iled, description about
And Sign Up
"the father he lost:' One interesting
In CC 119 Now.
aspect of the production was his
speech on the meaning of his name,
By Rod Belle

unity no one has ever seen before.
Had he succeeded? Only time will
tell. Maybe he had made some
mistakes. "If I had made any
mistakes, only the mistakes were
mine! "

• •
IDISSIOD

criticism. If you cannot accept it,
then you have no business wanting
to be an actor: And last, but most
important, you must absolutely love
wha_t you are doing.

Indy: Well that's all the questions

I have Mr. Sheppard. Thank you.
And we' ll probably be seeing more
of you in the future.
Duane: My pleasure, Mr. Belle.

After the show I had the honor of
speaking with Mr. Sheppard at the
B.S.U. Social.
Indy: How did you feel playing
the role of Malcolm-X?
Duane: I am very honored to be
able to relive the life of about a very
controversia l but famous leader. I
feel like I was carrying on Malcom's
spirit.
·
•
Indy: Did you believe in your
character you were portraying?
Duane: In order to portray the
part I had to make a total tran sformation within myself to become
this character. In order for the audience to believe you, you, yourself,
must believe you are that character.
Indy: What advice would you
give to any young people wishing
to make it as actors?
Duane: Read as many scripts as
you possibly can. Never be afraid to
try anything new. Always experiment. You must always accept

Duane Shepard portrays the life of Malcolm-X in a one man play.
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INDEPENDENT PERSONALS·- To Maria, Happy Birthday, I love ya.
Even though you never show up for
volleyball! Delta Epsilon Delta

Eileen, Thanks for the walk last Friday! Love, Dave

To Karen Rae, Congratulations on
your bid to pledge, you'll make a
great sister! I'm behind you all the
way! Love Ya Lots, Dave

L, We can't believe you really licked the toilet bowl. T & C

Ian, Hope that you are at the pub,
tonight. I want to dance. A Friend

Linda and Debbie, Thanks for tak-

Colleen, Let's take another victory

ing me to the hospital.

To Lambda Chi Rho Pledges, Good

lap, but this time it will be a time
trial. Watch out for the tar truck. · To Tweedle De Dum, How do you
keep an idiot in suspense ... I'll tell
Tory
ya next week! Tweedle De Dea
Hey Col, Burnt toast and oven mits
don't mix, but they both go out the . To Hardass, Let's find some real
trees! Let's keep each other in the
window together. Tory
style we're accustomed to. Love, S.B.
Kevin, Hang in there. I know you P.S. You 're not as hard as people
can make it. Good luck. Gabriel
think!

luck this weekend! You guys are doing a great job. Keep it up. The

Andri:w, Were. you at the Pub spy-

To the Sisters of Omega Sigma Psi,

ing on me again? Who are you!

To My Big AXP, Thank you for

Good luck with pledging - can't
wait till HELL NIGHT! Love &
Sisterhood, Baxter B. - Good luck
Pledges!

everything! Looking forward
meeting you! Ruth

St. Ends: Let's show 'em what

Debbie, Can't dance huh? Signed
the Tues. Night Pub Crew
Carrie, Let's have more wild, wild
nights! Pancakes and beer? Bag that!

Love, LL
To Dave C., I hope everything is going well during pledging. Have fun,
but work hard . And remember hell
night is just arou nd the corner.
Good luck. Your Big Brother

Sisters

Ruth
Dear Dave D., Let's show Sigma
and Kappa how good our selections
are. Let's get another movie with
guys acting like ducks.
Sigma and Kappa, I love that skit
that you two put on for us at your
apartment. Wow, I couldn't believe
what you guys did with that night
stick. Phi Zeta Omicron

Sigma Mu Kappa, I want a personal
next week. Sigma and Kappa good
luck on pledging. Mu bring the
pledges to our table and make them
sing to me. Phi Zeta Omicron

G.C.C. wishes luck to all pledges.
Good luck to all pledges of Sigma
Beta Tau. Do it up Rob.

I want to go to Lambda's I.D.
Dammit.

I want to charter a plane and find
Gumby & Pokey going at it.
The place to be at is at the mountains with a case of beer.

For a good time, call 976-1616.

To Mi"e fetsl<o, You're not making
a very good impression!! M.A.
To Rob, Rita, and John, Yes, I did
take States Ave. so there! Roommate

Aunt Bridget, Happy Birthday. From
Your Loving Nephew, Shemus
Lepus
To Bob Gullo: Happy 10 Months
Anniversary, Babe. I'll always love
with all of my heart. Mary D.

To The Soccer Team, It's been real!
L~t's party! # 99

To Linda K., I know you'll make it.
Hang in there. You're doing gr~at.
I'm watching you!! Your Grandmom

Lambda
Carlos, I told you she'd say yes!
Love, Chi
It 's a beautiful day in the
neighborhood and I'm happy!!
Lester, Save a dance for me. Denice
Carlos, I told you she'd dance
tonight! Carrie P.S. Next time we'll
shake on it.

Dee, Thanks for a fantastic 3 weeks.
Next time don't hang up my pants!
See ya in the Pub and at home!

Omega's Awesome Alumni

Wonder Mike, Let's see your fast

Diane, From a distant land of a time
unknown , comes a man with 2
golden arrows of love. One for me
and one for you. He pierc;ed our
hearts and now we are entertwined for all eternity.!! "Together as
one." Jason

I had a treat for you Halloween
·weekend but you went home and
blew it buddy. Signed, Sweet and

Innocent

To Irene in the F.A. Office, I would
love to get to know you better. Your
Secret Admirer

To The Pledges of Nex, Good luck
Hey Rick, Best wishes in the perfor- tomorrow and just remember to
mance. Jesus in me loves you. Love,
have fun! Love & Roses, The Sisters
Bang Bang (No Joke)
,of Nex

Then it is all over. Hang in there! Just
remember if I can do it, you can!
Love you buddies! Maria

To Felix and Dave, Gotta love the
molsons and the pizzaburgers at the
round tables of Camelot. Love,

and we are just acting! Hang in
there, just one more day! Love, EBX

Maria, We wish you the best birthday ever! Thanks for being our buddy. Love Your Roomies, Karen-Bay

To My Birthday Buddie, You are
such a sweetie that I' m so glad we
share such a special day. It's a
shame you are already taken. Love

Ya, T.T.
Coconut, You are a great big sister!
I haven't seen you lately and I miss
ya! Love Ya, Prancer

Bud,

Tom M., So how about them Mets?

Delta Sigma Pi - we are tough! We
will stick with it because ... WE
ARE FAMILY! Leah

Too bad you lost 2 cases on the
game!

be your good friend. You're fun.
You're alive! You make me laugh,
and you don't do ' Stevie.' In-

Green Eyes, For me to let go means
Hey Sheldon, A.K.A., Shelly Babe
- Tuesdays your Birthday, we're
gonna have a good time.

that I ha\le to ha\le trust in you . Now
it is your turn to trust me! Tell me
how you really feel about me. Blue

Eyes

Rick: Thanks for the 4 best years of
my life, Happy Anniversary, I love
you!!! Lynn

To Lori Hayes, Rots of ruck. Lucy

Spiker Liker, We' re all cuti~s. Our

Julie, Thanks for the EGGS, two
weeks ago. Love, D.D.

next game is tonight. Tell us who,
what, when, where and why and
then we'll go and get spiked. The

LB, French onion soup index ten today.
·

To the Doctor, So when am I going

is

LB, Liquid lunch on Tuesdays? Lucy

To My Sweetheart Michael, Being
with you is beautiful because YOU
BRING ME JOY. When we kiss it is
total RAPTURE, all because you're
my ANGEL. Love, MS. GIBBS

Know, I'd like to wish you on the
day of November 9th , a very Happy & Joyous Birthday. I mean this

To the Omega Sisters, Will they stay
or will they go? Only 2 more days
and then we'll know. Thurst

S.S. to R.H., Don't get hypa, baby!

Omega Sigma Psi, Only 2 more
days and a night to go ... Good
luck!! And hang in there. It's almost
over. Love, Your Bigs

Jason, Your eyes say it all, and I love

with all the love in my heart. Love
Your Fellow Scorpion, Pam

To Bad is Bad, You better take it easy
on the alcohol before you get kicked out of this place. Signed, A

Friend
To Sue, Take it easy on the fire drills.
Signed, The Burch Residents
Alpha Theta Pi Pledges, Only one

Hey Chok, Thanks a lot for Saturday and Sunday. You 're the best!

Forever, Diane

more day (and night)·. I know you
all can pull through. Here's to you.

Ogaga

Jason, You 're the best thing that ever

ATP

walked into my life, too. (Even if you
don't remember writing it.) Love-n-

Kisses, Diane

To My Little Karen, Good luck,
you ' ll do great. Love, Mindy

to be you r patient? A Lady

RJJL43, You're doin alright. You're
getting good grades. Your future's so
bright. You gotta wear shades. EIMH

you as much as you love me.

Oboh Men, Thanks for everything.
I love all three of you! Ogaga

How do you feel about me
now? I'd never let go with someone
unless they meant a lot to me! I
would never hurt you! You have to
believe that after Mon. night. T.B.

terested, Doris

To The Two Sweet Scorpions

To the Alpha Delta Pledge Class of

To All My Fellow Pledgees . . . of

Ruthie, The opposite! No!! You can't
do it that way. Mo

Spikerc

and Eileen (one-leg)
Ms.. Magoo, What's up supergirl ?
Wanna beer? Love, Superman
·

DOG YRT, (He makes all things
clear) .

I needed you. I' m glad we met
again, because the vacuum cleaner
D.B., Let me help you with that · approach didn't work. Love, B.C.
respiratory problem of yours. I know
the perfect solution. J.H.
Blondie, this is the first time that I
For CEC Board & Members, Thanks
am not looking forward to X-Mas
for all your help with the Hall<Meen
vacation. I will miss you sooooo
Party! We couldn't ha\le made it
much! Your little Brownie
such a success without you! Thanks!

To F. Hope C., If you're still taking
classes here could you stop over the
Pub and say hi, some Mon. evening? I miss you not being around to
talk to. M.B.

had . ·. . and I love you! Congratulations! S.

S.L., lhanks for being there when

The Sisters of Lambda Chi Rho

Nightmare, I'd love to claw you in
your dreams. Freddy

Timmy, UR the best brother I've ever

Bozo, You get me hots for what you
gots tool! Jaytwain

To the R.A. 2nd floor, Whiteman,

Dear Wendi, Here's yours. Where's
mine? A Friend

I give you a muck ... A what? "A
Muck." Love, Shmu

having a boyfriend like you! It must
have been the " Luck of the Irish"
last St. Patty's day! Love, Amy

Dear Pablo Picasso, I would like to

To The Player To The Right Of Me,

So, Pat, What's for dinner? Your Late
Nite Computer Helper

to Ireland, Lucy, and fun .

and unbearable at times, we know
you all can make it through it. Love;

To the Pledge Class of Sigma Beta
Chi, Remember that we all love you

Love, Your Not So Secret Admirer

Carlstone, 5 months and five days

Dougall Hall Staff & Residents

Love Ya Lots, Cyndy

heart. A shooting star could shine
and touch you. Here comes the
light. Your star will shine again!

Hey, Carmen! Let's not celebrate the
day - let's celebrate YOU!!! Happy, Happy Birthday. Luv, Sue

Luv, "Madame Chairman"

"Mu"

To Frank Russo Ill, Open your

Carlstone, You're a great friend.
Love, Mindy

Good Luck Pledges of Lambda Chi
Rho. Although we may seem tough

To My Roommates Karen, Eileen, &
Debbie, Only one more day to go!

I'm glad that you're not mad at me
and things worked out. Love, 21

Sue Folfas, Happy Birthday Kiddo!
You should stop studying so much
- it has mixed up your sense of
direction . UFK)! Love, Arny

John, Welcome aboard Dougall

she have any spiders? Our
philosophy is that you ' re both off
your trolley! Love, G and G

where's Oogie?

hand warmer.

Gang

Na·ughty! Naughty!

one question -

Eileen, Good luck! You're the best.
Love Your Big, Lori
Sponge, I still thnk you make a good

ball!!! Tell Patty to bring I.D. \\bnder

be a great year!!

Good luck! Only '2 more days left.

Love, Be Fri

To All Those Pledging in Dougall
Hall, We're behind you all the way
~ good luckll Tony, Kim, Theresa,
Chris, Eugene, & John
Hall - it's going to

To The Pledges of Delta Sigma Pi,

P.S. Break a leg.

Short & Sexy, I'm back and it's good
to see you in the Hotline office.
How was your summer? Mine was
great, but lonely w/o you. See ya
around. Moneybags

Sigma Psi, It's not the end, only the
beginning . . . best of luck!!

To Stella Scarcia, Good luck· on
your CPA. Love, Your Best Friend
Mindy

To Dames at Sea, Rotsa ruck! Rucky

Mike Guida, Psych up for Hell
night!! Your Big

To The Alpha Delta's of Omega

Zip, Forget that 4 letter word. He is
a real loser. It is his loss. You are a
real sweet person and a good friend
to have! There are better guys just
waiting to meet a girl like you! Let
them find you! Your 5th Suitemate

Nancy S., Where's my postcard?

Squeaky: Commutes RULE!! Thrust

Carp and Steve, How's Ma.ry? Does

Markie, I hope you can answer this

" they " have to look forward to.

Chrissy, Hi , don't feel left out ...
D.D.

7/18/68, There is more to you than
meets the eye! You better get your
butt in action because I don't want
to see you mess up in school. I care!
6/19/68 P.S. Next time I am in the
shower you better warn me!

Love, The Sisters of Delta Sigma Pi

to

Love, Your Roomie

Perth Amboy, Who is it this time?
May Pennyfeather will find out.
Word sure gets around . Signed,

Oscar, EE AA 00 Shazaam. Love, .
Gena
·

usually parks near the Gym. Is that
Bartyl or James sitting in your front
seat? Cool Winer

"Darty-Darty;' I'm one lucky kid

Eli, I miss my long distance love! Stu

Lisa, Love ya babe! Osc

To the Station Wagon Driver, who

412 Sozio, I got my eye on you.
Signed, Me

Carlstone, Can I tell you something?
Julie, Welcome back. Love, D.D.

Dear Pickle Nose, "Ya big spouti n'
out the mouth zit lipped bitch" sike!
I love ya. Zit Lip 2 P.S. Where's youi
face?!
TTzR, Punch me and tell me I'm not
dreaming. You ' re the best. Love Ya,
Der
Tina, True love . . . I know it, you
know it, but let's not say it. Give it
some time. I am and always shall be
your baby. Stephen

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifically name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences
readers make.
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By Chip Powell
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Intramural and recreational sports

Paul Brilliante is a senior political science major
who has been a member of the IntramuralRecreational Sports staff for several years. He is currently an Informal Recreational Supervisor. Paul spent
the past Spring semester in Washington D.C. as an intern with the Department of Education.

Gary Mascilak, another Informal Recreation Supervisor, is a physical therapy major. Gary transferred to
Kean from the University of Delaware. Gary grew up
in South Jersey, and is a basketball fanatic.

Men's swim club
The Men's Club has been practi cing for severa l \\'eeks now, If you are

Indoor whiffleball,
Sweet Leaf gets first
Last weeks indoor whiffleball
games brou ght Sweet Leaf its first
loss of the season . Their victor
Grand Sl am now cl oses the gap between Sweet Leaf's 7-1 first place
record and thei r own 6-2 record.
However, the One Hitters with a 6-2

A ll are welcome
Practice times are Tu esdays and
Thursdays at 4:30 p.m.

interested in improving your fi tness
levels as we ll as your swi mm ing
ski lls, don't be afraid to give it a try.

record as well climbed to the tie for
second place with a very impressive
20-2 performance over Team Waffle II Kevin Cleary's two triples and
outsranding fielding were a major
contibuter to the teams win .
On the other end. Delta Force got

•2,~~wi,!1=kgre,
extremely impressive 15-4 performance over Grand Slam. Which only goes to prove that anything can
still happen and no team is
unbeatable. Remember the playoffs
are a whole new ball game. Good
Luck Guys!

Signta Beta Tau & friends & ·
Barbarians IV remain undefeated
The fight for first place in Co-Rec
Volleyball's Northern Division
leaves only one half a game difference between the Barbarians IV
and Team Bong. Barbarians remain
undefeated with a 5-0 record for first
place while Team Bong's 5-1 record
puts them into second place. The
third place battle is just as close
with Sigma Beta Tau Mixed Nuts
only one half game behind lgnatious Fuzz who hold s the third

place spot after last weeks play.
The Southern Division leaves a
very tight three-way battle for first
place. Sigma Beta Tau and Friends
continued their undefeated streak to
take over first place with a 6-0
record . Spikers with 6 wins as well ,
now trail with 2 losses, while the
Raiders keep the competition tight
with their 5-1 record .
The Department again wishes to
stress th e point th at there are no of-

Tennis champion Joe Garber (left) after defeating peter Protyuniak
in the finals of the men's intramural tennis tournament 6-3, 7-6, 7-6.

ficials and we ask that all players
will try to play as fair as possible.
The Supervisor, Michael Haber, and
Coordinator Judy Tomko would also
wish to extend their thanks to those
individuals who have repeatedly
contributed in the setting up and
taking down of the nets as it is very
time consuming. Your cooperation
has not gone unnoticed or unappreciated. Thanks a million.
,
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All Informal
Recreation Facilities
will close at
3:00 P.M. on
Wednesday,
November 2~th
for the
.Thanksgiving Holiday.
The regular schedule
resumes on
Monday, December 1st ..
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The Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports is now accepti ng
applications for anyone interested in
working during the January term and
Spring 1987 semester. Applications
may be picked up at the IntramuralRecreation Office, D'Angola Gym , ·
Room 104.
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Sports
College football update
By Mark Malinowski
The hottest col legiate football
commodities to the Major Bowl
scouts, Miami Univesity, Penn State,
University of Michigan, Oklahoma
and Arizona state were all impressively victorious last Saturday.
However, the Bowl value _of Iowa,
UCLA, Arkansas, and Georgia was
immensely diminshed because of
disa.ppointing defeats this past
weekend. And Rutgers dreams of an
invitation to the Liberty or Independence Bowl won't become
reality after the Scarlet Knights were
downed by a weak West Virginia
squad, 24-17 before 15, 101 faithful
at Giants Stadium.
With all the upsets last week the

majo"r Bowl picture was, of course,
scrambled . The Orange Bowl is
committed to the Big Eight Champ.
Colorado (5-0 in the conference),
with its upset of Nebraska three
weeks ago, can go to Miami if it
upsets Oklahoma this Saturday.
Should the Sooners, as expected,
defeat Colorado, the Big Ei ght
Champion will be determined in
Lincoln, Nebraska 6n Nov. 22
(What's new?) Because of L.S.U.'s
upset of Alabama last Saturday, the
Southeastern Conference and the
Sugar Bowl situation are a complete
mess. Auburn, Alabama and Louisiana st. all share identical conference records however, the Crimson Tide still must play Auburn. The
foggy Southwestern Conference pie-

ture was partially simplified when
Baylor subdued Arkansas. Arkansas
had anticipated entering its
showdown with Texas A & M this
Saturday, only one game behind the ·
conference
leading Aggies.
However, Baylor obviously had different ideas and as a result they
trounced the Razorbacks 29-14 in
Waco, Texas before a homecoming
crowd of 44,500.
The two most lucrative Bowl s,
The Rose and Fiesta, are virtually
set. In Pasadena on New Years Day
undefeated Arizona St. (8-0-1) will
oppose the Michigan-Ohio St. matchup winner. The 9-0 Wolverines
hope to make their first Rose Bowl
appearance since 1982, while the
Buckeyes have upended eight con-

secutive opponents in fashioning a
8-2 slate. The Miami Hurricanes
will, in all probability, turn down an
Orange Bowl invitation to play Penn
St. in the Fiesta Bowl, provided both
the Hurricanes and Nittany Lions
both remain undefeated. Fiesta offic;:ials are bidding over $5 million
for each team however, that mega
dollar bid will not be extended if
either one of the national powers
loses one of its remaining contests.
Both have a cake November so it
looks like the National Championship will be determined in Tempe,
Arizona.
The leading contenders for the
Hei sman Trophy are: 1. Vinny
Testaverde, 2. Paul Palmer, 3. Gordie Lockbaum, 4. Brent Fullwood,

and 5. Jamelle Holi eway. If
Testaverde wins, and he most cer- ~.
tainly should, he'll be the seventh
of the last eleven Heisman Trophy
winners to not earn a degree.

Interested In
Writing?
- Sports

News
Feature
Independent
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Kean women's soccer team finishes season 13-5-J
Union, NJ-The Kean College
Women's Soccer team lost ot Hartwick College 3-1 on Saturday in the
opening round of the NCAA division Ill Championship. With the loss
the Cougars finished a banner
season with a 13-5-1 final record.
This was the first time Kean received a bid to the NCAA tournament.
Kean's three seniors (and tricaptains) led the Cougars to success
this season . Madelyn Palko (sr.,
Edison) had 24 goals and 4 assists
on the season from the center for-

ward position. Goalkeeper, Jean
Grossman (sr., North Brunswick) anchored a tough Cougar defense
which gave up only 17 goals in 19
games. She posted 8 shutouts this
season. And midfielder Chris Auleta
(sr., Ramsey) scored 1 goal and led
the team with" 10 assists. Coach
Terry Hedden is sorry to see these
three outstanding performers leave,
however, with nineteen returning
letterwinners, Hedden's '87 squad
is tikely to be a strong one.
Leading the way for next year's

team is center halfback Laura Medvitz (jr., South Amboy) who scored
Kean's goal against Hartwick on
Saturday. Medvitz scored 6 times
and assisted on 5 Cougars tallies
this season.
Highlights of the season included victories over division I Monmouth College, 1-0; and division Ill
opponents Dickinson, 2-0; and
Franklin and Marshall, 2-1 .
Kean defeated Hartwick, 2-1 early in th season .

Kean college softball team
raises funds with 100 inning game
Union, N.J.-The Kean College
Softball team conducted a 100 inning game on Sunday, November
2nd to raise funds for a s·pring training trip.

from the 1975 Kean team; Val Campanella, Kelly Davis and Jean
Grossman from the '85 squad; Lisa
Dembeck and Berta Mayor from '83
and Maureen McCann from '84.

The defending regional champion
Cougars sqaured off against a host
of alumnae and defeated the
oldtimers by a 39-25 score. Participating alumnae included Jean
Forstenhausler and Kathy Matthews

Coach Cyndia Gramlich-Covello
was pleased with the turn out as the
game lasted from 9:15 a.m. to 5:15
p.m . and was well attended
throughout. " It was a very enjoyable
day;' said Graml ich-Covello. " There

By John Nalbone
Trenton State Ends
Cougar's Soggy Season 17-10

Ah Trenton. A nice city right? A
beautiful campus . . . sure.
Homecoming, beautiful girls, a
soggy field, and a not very good
Trenton State football team. All the
elements were present for a Kean
College victory. "I'm not going to
make any excuses for our team,"
Cougar coach Jim Hazlet said,
"Because we are a lousy football
team. Trenton is having a bad year,
so we had a chance to win, but thats
the only reason."
Before a Trenton Homecoming
Day crowd of close to 3000 fans, the
Lion's took advantage of eight Kean
turnovers to walk away with a 17-10
victory. "Hey, a win's a win, and
there were several times this year
where I would have ' gladly taken
that." Then again the Cougars
weren't exactly intimidating this
year either.
Kean had a chance to win right
up until the final minute of the
game, when TSC's Glen Kertes intercepted a Dave Johnson pass
enabling the Lion's to run out the
clock. Trenton linebacker Dennis
Boyle was also instrumental in sea ling Kean's fate, coming up with two
fumbles which led to two Trenton
scores in the third quarter. Boyle
bounced on the first one at the Kean
31 after Kevin Lare coughed up the
ball. Two plays later, Mark Lisa hit
John Towey with a 31 yard

was a lot of laughter and a lot of fun.
We arranged an alumnae reception
to be held on April 25, 1987 in conjunction with our Rutgers-Camden
game. It's nice to have the support
and enthusiasm come from the
alumnae."
Coffee and doughnuts were served early and pizza later in the day
to all the players. The team played
until impending darkness made hitting impossible.

Turnovers costly
touchdown strike to give the Lions
the lead.
Randy Wood fumbled on the first
play of Kean's next possession, once
again setti ng the Lions up deep in
Kean territory.
Trenton State used seven plays to
move the ball to the Kean 11 yard
line. Then Dave Dallmer booted a
29 yard field goal to give the Lions
a 17-10 advantage.
Another costly mistake that hurt
Kean was when in the first quarter,
Steve Castora, set up at his own 35,
snapped the ball over punter Dave
Johnson's head. Johnson, who is
also the quarterback, tried to pick
the ball up but it slipped out of his
hands where Jeff Herskowitz fell on
it for a TSC touchdown.
The Cougars avenged it's punting
troubles by blocking one of their
own in the second quarter, setting
up a three-yard run by Wood and
the game was tied at seven .
Kean broke the tie on a 46 yard
field goal by John Mattos in the third
quarter. But in a comedy of fumbles
and sloppy play, a possible Cougar
win was lost in the rain and fog of
Hillwood Lakes.
The game then began to get out
of hand with fights breaking out on
the field. Twenty-two penalties
totalled , mostly misconduct calls
due to Kean frustration. Then again,
this season has been one big frustration for coach Hazlet and his
Cougar squad.

*
EXTRA POINTS: All totalled the
Cougars had eight turnovers (fou r
fumbles, four interceptions). Kean
rushed the ball 31 times for only 48
yards. Kertes two interceptions were

*

*

'

the first of the freshman's short
career. He had 14 other chances to
pick balls off but he dropped them
all. Even though your record wasn't
as good as you would've liked, it's
been fun covering you guys this fall.

Basketball
schedule
Mens

Scoring -summary
Kean (3-7, 1-5)
TSC (3-6, 2-3)

0
7

7
0

3
10

0
0

-10
-17

T-Herskowitz fumble recovery in end-zone (Woods kick)
K-Wood 3 run (Mattos kick)
K-Mattos 46 field goal
T-fowey 3 pass from Lisa (Woods kick)
T-fallmer 29 field goal
Cougar Stats
RUSHING-R. Wood 14-39 ltd; B. Johnson 5-11; Russell v4v'.illiams 2-6; ~McGuirl 1-4; D. Pleasant 1-0; D. Johnson 3 (-3); R. Lassiter 3-3; Kevin
Lare 2- (-12)
PASSING-D. Johnson 8-22-4 126; Lare 1-5-0, 10 yrds.
.
RECEIVING-K. McGuirl 3-55; Williams 2-44; S. Turner 2-19; Lassiter 1-10;

November 22
Frostburgh Tournament
Ti me TBA - Place A
November 25
Glassboro
Time 8:00 - Place A
November 29
Montclair
Time 8:00 - Place A
Womens

L. Hurd 1-5.
Other
Wm-Mary 32 , Princeton
W. Virginia 24, Rutgers 17
Penn State 17, Maryland 15
Cornell 15, Yale 0
Syracuse 31, Navy 22
St. John's 27, Georgetown 21

November 21
Frostburgh Tournament
Time TBA - Place A

Scores
Wagner 41 , Ramapo 3
Stony Brook 48, St. Peters 0
Colgate 27, Brown
Dartmouth 41 , Columbia 0
Montclair 21, JCSC 7
Moravian 34, Upsala 7

November 26
Glassboro
Time 7:00 - Place A
November 29
Montclair
Time 3:00 - Place H

